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Combining Programs to Enhance Security Software
Yuan Kang
Automatic threats require automatic solutions, which become automatic threats them-
selves. When software grows in functionality, it grows in complexity, and in the number
of bugs. To keep track of and counter all of the possible ways that a malicious party can
exploit these bugs, we need security software. Such software helps human developers
identify and remove bugs, or system administrators detect attempted attacks. But like any
other software, and likely more so, security software itself can have blind spots or flaws.
In the best case, it stops working, and becomes ineffective. In the worst case, the security
software has privileged access to the system it is supposed to protect, and the attacker
can hijack those privileges for its own purposes. So we will need external programs to
compensate for their weaknesses. At the same time, we need to minimize the additional
attack surface and development time due to creating new solutions. To address both
points, this thesis will explore how to combine multiple programs to overcome a number
of weaknesses in individual security software: (1)When login authentication and physical
protections of a smart phone fail, fake, decoy applications detect unauthorized usage and
draw the attacker away from truly sensitive applications; (2) when a fuzzer, an automatic
software testing tool, requires a diverse set of initial test inputs, manipulating the tools
that a human uses to generate these inputs multiplies the generated inputs; (3) when the
software responsible for detecting attacks, known as an intrusion detection system, itself
needs protection against attacks, a simplified state machine tracks the software’s interac-
tion with the underlying platform, without the complexity and risks of a fully functional
intrusion detection system; (4) when intrusion detection systems run on multiple, inde-
pendent machines, a graph-theoretic framework drives the design for how the machines
cooperatively monitor each other, forcing the attacker to not only perform more work,
but also do so faster.
Instead of introducing new, stand-alone security software, the above solutions only
require a fixed number of new tools that rely on a diverse selection of programs that
already exist. Nor do any of the programs, old or new, require additional privileges that
the old programs did not have before. In other words, we multiply the power of security
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Introduction
Software is taking on increasing responsibility for real world data and actions. This trend
raises two concerns. The increasing responsibilitymeans that an attacker hasmore oppor-
tunities to influence the software to cause it to misbehave. In addition, such misbehavior
has a wider impact. Compounding this problem is the increasing complexity of the soft-
ware to keep up with the responsibilities. So the probability for error in the software
also increases, further increasing the opportunity for an attacker to cause harm. Indeed,
the last 10 years have demonstrated the extent of harm that insecure software can cause.
The Equifax breach shows the risk of buggy software when it handles sensitive informa-
tion [44]. But the influence of software does not stop at data. The Stuxnet virus targeted
industrial control systems, and directly affected the physical world [34].
Attempts to prevent or mitigate such vulnerabilities fall into two broad categories:
removing them from the software before their deployment, using a number of software
engineering tools and techniques, and detecting and stopping attacks as they occur, using
so-called intrusion detection systems (IDS). Seeing how successful attacks are still occur-
ring, we have yet to develop a method that is perfect; not only does each method have
its blind spots in finding vulnerabilities or attacks, but its practical use requires automa-
tion, which depends on software that is no less vulnerable than those it tries to protect.
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While careful setup can isolate such problems when detecting vulnerabilities before de-
ployment, vulnerable intrusion detection systems could be counterproductive. In fact, its
responsibility is the security of the entire machine or network, with complexity to match.
By the earlier observation of software trends, an IDS is an especially sensitive program.
Compensating for the inadequacies of each protectionmethod requires usingmultiple,
ideally independent, methods, in a framework known as defense in depth, in which the
strengths of each method compensates for weaknesses of others [107]. The framework
leaves a number of tasks for particular applications that this dissertation will address:
picking or designing the set of defenses to complement each other, and making sure that
more defenses will not cause more problems. In particular, the new defense should avoid
requiringmore privileges. Not only would greater privileges make the new system amore
useful target for the attacker, but the approach is ultimately unsustainable, since the next
defense would have to be even more privileged.
The viability of these criteria forms the hypothesis that the dissertation seeks to verify:
A defender can compensate for theweakness in an individual piece of security
software with a limited, fixed number of new security software, and possibly
a boundless number of reused software, none of which require privilege that
is unavailable to the original software.
More concretely, the dissertation makes the following contributions:
1. A new line of defense against attackers who have bypassed existing authentication
mechanisms on a smart phone, using only privileges available to a normal, installed
application.
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2. A novel method of automatically generating test inputs bymanipulating the inverse
of the test program, and multiplying the output a previously manual task.
3. A host-based runtime protection system for intrusion detection systems that avoids
the overhead and complexity of an extra, fully-functional detector.
4. A protocol for multiple computers, running independent intrusion detection sys-
tems, to protect each other.
The next sections summarize the problems the dissertation tackles, and sketch each solu-
tion.
Detecting Attacks against Intrusion Detection Systems
Intrusion detection systems are responsible for the security of a running system, so an
attack against them would be particularly damaging. And their complexity is as great
as their importance. One common example of an intrusion detection system is anti-virus
software. In order to secure an entire system, an anti-virus program needs access to all the
data that enters or is on the system. Effectively, the attacker can send input to the software
using any method of sending input to the system, even without the user’s knowledge [82,
106]. And once the attacker has subverted the IDS, they can abuse its access of the whole
system [86]. Besides exposure, the complexity of intrusion detection systems has also
been increasing, apparently without raising the complexity of the attacks that they are
supposed to prevent. While the size of exploit code has remained constant over time,
the number of lines of code in security software has increased by more than an order of
magnitude since the 1980s [52]. The increasing complexity of security software is not
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only due to increasing sophistication, but also a proliferation of formats [54, 106]. It is
unrealistic to expect IDS developers to write correct parsers for all formats. After all, the
original parser is created by organizations that either designed, or have expertise in the
format in question. Yet the the necessity for an anti-virus parser indicates that even expert
developers have trouble writing correct parsers. Such difficulty is even more intractable
when one considers binary packing formats that malware authors adopt or invent to hide
the presence of malicious code [54, 106].
In light of these difficulties, attacks on security software have proliferated. Security
researchers have found and published vulnerabilities in anti-virus programs frommultiple
vendors [82, 106, 54, 81, 37, 13], while vendors themselves have also paid more attention
to exploitable bugs in their own software [20]. The appendix lists a sample of recent vul-
nerabilities discovered in security software. Even worse, malicious attackers have also
found anti-virus software to be a valuable target, especially when trying to attack gov-
ernment systems. Initial attacks tried to disable anti-virus software in order to perform
other attacks undetected [22]. Since then, vulnerabilities of anti-virus and network mon-
itoring software have been available for sale [81], and attackers have used the anti-virus
software as stepping stones to steal government secrets [86, 68]. While the diversity of
anti-virus software means that average consumers are unlikely going to be the targets of
wide-reaching attacks [54], attackers have already exploited anti-virus software for tar-
geted attacks, as demonstrated in attacks against South Korean targets, which attacked
local anti-virus programs [22, 68].
We can dynamically protect intrusion detection systems by using intrusion detection
systems for them. The dissertation will propose two approaches. One arranges exist-
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ing intrusion detection systems to monitor each other, to make sure that all of them are
themselves protected, while forcing the user to not only attack them all, but also do so at
a speed that increases with the size of the network. This solution takes advantage of the
large number and wide distribution of machines, which is particularly prevalent in data
centers and sensor networks. Already in 2009, a conservative estimate of the size of cloud
providers puts them at a minimum of tens of thousands of machines. And cheap sensor
networks are not only deployed in bulk, but also across wide geographic areas, such as
on pipelines running over the contiguous United States or Saudi Arabia [74]. The case
of sensor networks is particularly relevant not only because of its applicability, but also
because individual sensor nodes lack computational power to defend themselves [87], so
they will need external protection. The second approach applies to cases where a network
of symmetric defense is not possible, usually due to the fact that the monitoring process
must be more privileged than the monitored asset. The thesis will argue that more priv-
ilege does not necessarily translate into greater complexity. While intrusion detection
systems are generally both complex and privileged, the complex portion of the system
is actually separate from the privileged part. The intrusion detection system will require
a high level of privilege to access potentially malicious data, but the complexity, which
is the source of most of the bugs, arises in the analysis part, only after the detector has
acquired the suspect data. Forrest et al. note that privileged processes in general exhibit
regular behavior [36]. Therefore, the dissertation will model this regularity to build a
monitoring system specifically tailored for intrusion detection systems, so that while it
needs to be able to monitor the original detector, it does not require the full functionality
of existing systems; it does not need to access and analyze all of the data of the original
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detector, but only check if it is not using its privileged functionality in the wrong step.
Improving Fuzzing with Inverse Programs
When detection is unreliable or even dangerous, we can also turn to the preventative side,
and reduce the probability that these intrusion detection systems contain bugs in the first
place. Researchers who have found vulnerabilities in anti-virus programs recommend
this approach, in particular, a technique called fuzzing [54, 108]. In this technique, a
program, called a fuzzer, automatically generates inputs to test a program for errors [72].
It is especially well suited for anti-virus programs, where most of the discovered bugs
are due to incorrect input parsing, as the vulnerabilities in the appendix show. But while
the fuzzer itself is fully automatic, state-of-the-art fuzzers also benefit from pre-selected
inputs, or seeds, from which the fuzzers generate further test input [90, 40]. While we
know how to select a set of seeds to help the fuzzer test a greater variety of the program’s
functionality [90], creating them in the first place appears to take manual effort. Creating
one or two seeds might require only a basic familiarity with how to use the test program,
creating not only a large number, but also a wide variety of seeds, requires greater manual
effort and knowledge of non-default usage. It is perhaps inevitable that creating seeds will
require some manual effort and domain knowledge, but in many cases, not the entire seed
creation process is manual. It generally involves an inverse program whose output is in
the format that the test program accepts. The dissertation takes advantage of the inverse
program and introduces a technique called inverse fuzzing, which will manipulate the
state of the inverse program in order to produce a variety of seeds with only the manual
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effort required to create one seed.
Defending against Unauthorized Users with Decoy Mobile
Applications
While monitoring intrusion detection systems used multiple instances of detectors, and
seed generation used the inverse program of the target program, we can leverage arbi-
trary applications to an old problem in a new setting: authentication on mobile devices.
Passwords, or some form of knowledge that the user must remember, is the most popular
form of authentication on smart phone devices [43]. But even since its inception, using
passwords to authenticate users into computers has been inadequate both in terms of us-
ability and security, a shortcoming that onlyworsens as users began to usemoremachines
and services that depend on password authentication [75, 4]. Andwhile knowledge-based
authentication methods are the most popular, they are still less popular than no authen-
tication at all, which the majority of mobile phone users prefer [43]. The alternative of
physical protection also fails, since users lose their devices frequently enough that device
loss is one of the top eight threats to mobile computing [21].
Moreover, password authentication suffers from the problem that it cannot authenti-
cate the user after the first login, without degrading user experience. But authentication
after login is too great of an opportunity to miss. Protecting the mobile device after login
not only follows the principle of defense in depth, but also takes advantage of the avail-
ability of data that the user’s actions provide [48], and opens the door to a number of user
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behavior-based intrusion detection techniques.
The particular technique that this dissertation will explore is decoys. Decoys are
dummy assets that resemble legitimate ones, but they only serve to entice illegitimate
users to access them, and report on the access [7]. For mobile devices, such assets would
be applications, through which the user accesses data stored on the phone, or on an on-
line account. We therefore take advantage of assets that we do not even have to create
ourselves, in order to catch attackers who have broken through existing authentication
methods.
Organization of the Dissertation
The rest of this chapter will discuss related work. Then, the dissertation will start with
the defenses tailored to complement specific security mechanisms, mobile authentication
and fuzzing, in Chapters 1 and 2, respectively. Next, Chapters 3 and 4 will cover how to
defend intrusion detection systems in general: asymetrically on hosts, and symetrically
on networks. The last chapter will also evaluate a combination of the host- and network-
based monitors.
Related Work
Defending Intrusion Detection Systems
Given the danger of vulnerable intrusion detection systems, researchers who have found
bugs in these systems tend to recommend finding and removing bugs before runtime
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[54, 106]. If they do propose run-time protection, they see the extra defense as only a
stop-gap measure for specific vulnerabilities [73]. That is not to say that designers and
vendors of intrusion detection systems have not tried to protect against attacks directed
at the detector itself. To understand why this approach is even plausible, it is helpful
to classify intrusion detection systems by where they gather their data: from all entry
points of interest, or a target process. Anti-virus software and network-based intrusion
detection systems inspect all of the data that could affect the processes that they try to
protect [85, 93]. On the other hand, a few intrusion detection systems focus on the exe-
cution of a target process that generally runs for an extended time. Thus, a monitor that
tries to protect an IDS process can be considered a subclass of such process monitors,
and it is possible that the process monitor described in the dissertation can apply to less
sensitive, long-running processes, such as web servers. Most process monitors focus on
what system calls their targets make. System calls are useful data not only because the
program cannot obfuscate them, unlike other state that is dependent on the code, such as
the instruction pointer value or memory contents, but they are also the interface between
the process and the system, and therefore vital if an attack is to have any consequence
beyond the logic of the program itself [36]. The benefit of target-focused protection is
that it does not have to access and interpret a large variety of input channels and formats,
which is the root of most bugs in anti-virus software in the first place. One drawback
of target-focused protection is that it will only detect attacks after they have subverted
the process. But that is beyond the scope of this work. A second disadvantage is that, in
general, focusing on a single process or program does not effectively protect the whole
system. But by protecting an existing IDS, we already have a monitor that protects the
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whole system, and we simply need to keep it running correctly.
The development of these kinds of intrusion detection systems began with the work
of Hofmeyr et al. [45], which classified a moving window of system calls as normal or
abnormal. This work only considered the identities of the system calls, and not their
arguments, and Tan et al. were able craft exploits that evaded detection from such simple
kinds of system call monitors [98, 99]. Since then, researchers have been trying to consider
more information in their system call models. Wagner et al. use static analysis to rule
out impossible system call sequences [104], while Feng et al. examine the call stack [35].
Given the weaknesses of the simple initial efforts, the process monitor described in the
dissertation will require more details than only the system call identities. On the other
hand, given its sensitive nature, the new process monitor must have a low probability of
having a bug, so it cannot process too much of the state of the monitored IDS. The goal
is therefore to find a middle ground between the simple and the detailed approaches of
previous process monitors.
The following examples of runtime protections for intrusion detection systems all
specifically inspect the state of the target process itself. One of the earliest intrusion
detection systems, Bro, includes an extra process that detects if Bro is hanging, or has ter-
minated [85]. In industry, anti-virus software also include self-protection mechanisms to
prevent attackers from taking them down [92, 97, 51]. The efforts to keep detectors run-
ning is closely related to failure detectors in distributed computing, which try to detect
hosts that have failed, but can fail themselves [41]. These methods detect if a system has
stopped working entirely, and failure detectors are optimized for random, non-adversarial
settings.
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Other works have considered the possibility that a compromised detector is no longer
reliable, even if it is still running. A number of protocols exist to detect compromised
hosts. Indra is a distributed protocol in which monitors on hosts detect that a peer has
been compromised if they detect an attack from the peer [49], although they do not ac-
tively try to determine if a peer is compromised. Yang et al. propose a protocol for a
distributed system in which multiple hosts can vote on whether a peer is compromised
[109]. Compromise of a detector is especially a concern for host-based intrusion detection
systems. A host-based intrusion detection system is not trustworthy if the host itself has
been compromised. To bypass this problem, Garfinkel et al. introduced virtual machine
introspection, which puts the host inside a virtual machine, so that an outside monitor
has unlimited access to the host’s state, and the only way to subvert the outside monitor is
when it reads and interprets that state [39]. This idea has spawned a wide area of research,
in order to improve performance [89], or ease the interpretation of the virtual machine’s
state [29]. This thesis will provide a general framework for quantifying the security of
systems such as these, and will maximize the security metric while minimizing cost.
By introducing design principles for defense architectures, the work in this disserta-
tion is similar to systems in which multiple monitors protect each other in a cycle [17, 70,
16]. These cycles force the attacker to take down all the monitors, thus maximizing their
work. The metric that this thesis will propose will also try to minimize the time that the
attacker has, before detection, which is not a trivial matter in networked environments,
where detection is not instantaneous.
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Fuzzing
Fuzzers are programs that try to find bugs in a test program by automatically generating
inputs, running the test program on them, and detecting errors. Thus, they consist of three
steps: (1) generating inputs, (2) running the test program, and (3) detecting and classifying
errors. The dissertation will propose a method for improving the input generation step in
order to exercise more of the test program’s functionality.
In order to find bugs more effectively, fuzzers have become more sophisticated ever
since purely random fuzzing has popularized the technique [72]. Improvements to fuzzers
generally impose at least one of two costs: more domain knowledge, or more complex
analysis of the test program. The use of domain knowledge actually predates randomized
fuzzing, when the “syntax machine” generated random inputs based on a context free
grammar [42]. On the other extreme, symbolic execution tries to calculate inputs to run
all execution paths [91, 14, 10, 40]. We can consider seeds to fall into the former category:
a human user needs to know how to create inputs for the test program, which is generally
a prerequisite for using the program. Seeds have even been so successful that they are
even used with fuzzers that use symbolic execution, such as SAGE [40].
The particular fuzzer we will be using is AFL [110], which is a state-of-the-art gray-
box, mutational fuzzer. Mutational fuzzers use evolutionary heuristics in order to select
the “best” inputs with which to run the test program [15]. That means that they start from
seeds, and start mutating them, and use a metric for selecting which generated inputs to
further mutate. The metric has generally been code coverage, or the amount of code that
the test program has executed [53, 84, 71], although there have been attempts to find
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alternatives [2, 95]. Such fuzzers are generally gray box, which means that they only
analyze the test program in order to determine where to insert code for keeping track of
properties including code coverage [8].
While researchers have focused on improving heuristics to increase code coverage and
discover more bugs, they have mostly taken for granted the seeding stage. For example,
AFLFast, which introduces a number of improvements to AFL, compared the old and new
methods using an empty file as the seed [8]. The work by Rebert et al. is one of the few
that does focus on seed selection, although they outsource the problem of generating the
seeds in the first place, by scraping them from the internet before the fuzzing process
begins [90]. Inverse fuzzing tries to fill in the gap of generating seeds more efficiently.
Mobile Phone Authentication
Improving Smart Phone Authentication With the shortcomings of password-based au-
thentication, researchers and smart phone producers have been trying to create a more
secure and user-friendly alternative. Recent versions of the iPhone let the user log in
using physical features of the user, known as biometrics, such as fingerprints and facial
appearance [3, 33]. But hackers have already bypassed the fingerprinting method [113],
and as of writing time, it is too early to tell if face recognition will be successful or not.
Researchers on the other hand, are more concerned about what happens after the ini-
tial authentication, which may or may not be legitimate. Various papers have referred to
this field as implicit, active, transparent or continuous authentication, and they all deal
with collecting information about the legitimate user’s behavior in order to determine if
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the current activities are legitimate [48, 57, 24]. In some sense, they are an application
of anomaly-based intrusion detection systems, which try to model normal, and presum-
ably benign, activities on a system, to classify malicious behavior [26, 55], but on mobile
phones, rather than enterprise systems.
DecoysOne form of active authentication is decoys. As previously mentioned, decoys
are fake assets meant to trick an illegitimate user into accessing it. Their mere existence
diverts the attacker from truly valuable assets. But if the defender can detect decoy access,
it has proven to be a reliable way of detecting malicious access [7]. Bowen et al. were the
first to define criteria for effective decoys [9]:
1. Believability: The decoy is indistinguishable from real assets.
2. Enticingness: The decoy asset appears to be valuable enough for the attacker to try
to access it.
3. Conspicuousness: The decoy must be accessible to the attacker.
4. Detectability: The defender must be able to detect accesses to decoy documents.
5. Variability: Multiple decoys do not have an easily-identifiable, shared trait. This
criterion is related to believability.
6. Non-interference: The decoys do not interfere with the legitimate user’s actions. In
particular, the legitimate user should not accidentally access them.
7. Differentiability: The legitimate user can identify decoys. This criterion is related
to non-interference.
Ben Salem et al. introduce another criterion: shelf life. For a decoy to be believable, it
should not remain in the system for too long [7].
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These properties are not absolute requirements, nor can a decoy satisfy them all at the
same time, since some of them oppose each other [31]. For example, a conspicuous decoy
is more likely going to interfere with legitimate usage. And a believable decoy might
make it harder even for a legitimate user to differentiate from a real file.
Most prior work applied decoys in enterprise or desktop systems, where the most
relevant assets are files [7, 101]. Themobile decoys grew out of joint workwith Voris et al. ,
which first proposed mobile decoys [102]. Like the previous work on mobile decoys, the
decoy assets are applications, rather than files. The new focus is due to the fact that mobile
phone users do not access data directly, but through applications. The main difference in
the work presented here is that it no longer tries to change applications into decoys, and
only uses a central application to mark existing applications as decoys.
The tracking of access to decoy applications resembles parental control applications
[28], which attempt to block access to sensitive applications. While the decoy system’s
self protection mechanism will block some sensitive applications that the user should not
access, its primary task is to detect access to applications that are actually expendable,




Turning Extra Mobile Applications into Decoys
Mobile applications are the gateway to sensitive user data on mobile devices, which they
store either on their application-private storage, or on online accounts to which an appli-
cation is logged in. Accordingly, we will use them in two ways: as decoys that ostensibly
contain information that is interesting to the attacker, and as a way of hiding information
once the decoys have reported an attack. Since all of the functionality is implemented
in applications, the user does not have to make modifications to the phone, aside from
installing the components like regular applications, except with some more permissions
than usual. In particular, the phone does not need to be “rooted”, and users can install the
system on phones they receive from their service providers.
The chapter will first describe the threat model, before motivating and outlining the
design. The chapter will end with implementation details, including examples of how to
modify particular applications to hide data.
Threat Model
The attacker will be a malicious user who has already compromised the existing authen-
tication system. This is a strong form of the device thieves mentioned in the introduction
[43]. As a user, rather than malware, the attacker has access to all of the user interface
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of mobile decoy system
capabilities, just like the legitimate user, but nothing more. So without further protection
mechanisms, the attacker can access applications, manipulate settings, and enable non-
administrative shell access via the phone’s USB interface [5]. But the attacker must have
physical access to the phone, and cannot directly access the private storage of the phone’s
applications, but must do so through the application.
Architecture
The mobile decoy system consists of the mobile device and an alert server. The former
contains decoy applications, an interface for selecting decoys, a central server process for
responding to decoy accesses, and modified applications that guard access to sensitive
information. The latter is responsible for sending alert data to the user. The components
are shown in Figure 1.1
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Decoy Applications and Selection Unlike decoy files, decoy applications are not spe-
cially created to contain code for reporting access to themselves. Instead, the user chooses
real applications to mark as decoys. The user can download them from the application
store, or use the ones that already exist on the phone. The disadvantage of this approach
is that each decoy application cannot be a self-contained system that can be transferred
from one device to another. But this cost is small, since the user cannot store sensitive
information in the application program itself. The benefit is that any application can be a
decoy, including proprietary applications that resist automated efforts to inject code that
would report decoy access. It also lets us take advantage of what is usually considered a
problem: bloatware. Bloatware refers to applications that come preloaded with the de-
vice. On Android phones, they cannot be removed [69], and attempts to replace them
have failed, since the phone refuses to store multiple copies of the same application.
Reporting and Response The decoy system contains a central application that me-
diates between the decoys, server, and local response mechanisms, which include a sec-
ondary lock screen application, and modified sensitive applications that can hide their
data.
When it detects a decoy access, it performs the following actions:
1. Start the secondary lock screen application.
2. Send an alert to the server.
3. Lock the phone with the standard lock screen.
In response, the server:
1. Generates a one-time password for the device.
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2. Sends an alert, along with the one-time password, to the legitimate user by email.
3. Receives passwords from the secondary lock screen, and replies with an accept or
reject message. In case of an accept, the server erases the secondary password.
The secondary lock screen performs multiple functions. The primary function is to
serve as an extra layer of defense, in case the attacker has already compromised the pri-
mary lock screen credentials. But while forcing the attacker to engage with it, it is also
able to record information about the attacker, including audio, visual and location data.
The user can also configure the lock screen to serve as a last line of defense, by letting the
attacker in, but cause the modified applications to hide the truly sensitive information.
When the lock screen appears it:
1. Records a picture with the camera facing the user, sound, and the phone’s location,
and forwards it to the server, and to the user’s email inbox.
2. Presents a password prompt, as shown in Figure 1.2.
3. Upon password entry, relay the password to the server. If the server accepts, close
the lock screen. If the server rejects, depending on the user’s configuration, either
start the lock screen again, or notify the modified application, so that they will hide
their data.
Given the sensitive information sent to the server, and the fact that the server is re-
sponsible for secondary authentication, the phone performs all interactions with it via
TLS, so that eavesdroppers cannot collect information about the user, (who may actu-
ally be the legitimate, but clumsy or unlucky), and the attacker cannot spoof acceptance
messages from the server.
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Figure 1.2: The secondary lock screen
There will be two kinds of modified applications, which require different approaches
to hiding data. Traditional applications store their data on the device itself. Thus, eras-
ing them would be counterproductive. Instead, if the data is stored in application-private
storage it will access an alternative set of files, which do not contain the sensitive infor-
mation, and switch back when the user has successfuly reauthenticated at the secondary
lock screen [96] (The system does not hide data stored in the general file system since that
appears to require changes to the phone). If the data is stored on a remote account, the
application logs out the current account, and switches to an alternative, which the user
can populate with decoy information. Since the data is stored remotely, there is no need
to keep the original information, nor is it safe to do so, since it would increase the num-
ber of places the attacker can look for it. Having an alternative account has the additional




The mobile application decoys automatically satisfy some criteria, while others depend
on choices by the user. Automation of such factors is an area open to future research.
The unconditionally satisfied criteria are:
• Believability: Since all of the decoy applications are real, they are perfectly indistin-
guishable from non-decoy applications. So in theory, we could further take advan-
tage of believability by deploying multiple copies of the same application, with only
one of them being legitimate. This would sacrifice non-interference, and rely on the
user’s memory to differentiate the real copy, like an extra, application-specific pass-
word. But in practice, the difficulty of deploying identical applications prohibits this
trick.
• Detectability: The central application can detect any application access. The imple-
mentation section will describe the details of how it does so.
Enticingness, conspicuousness, non-interference, and differentiability all depend on
the user’s choice of applications, and their placement. Figure 1.3 shows a sample use
case, where the decoy is a banking application. Moreover, in spite of their poor reputation,
some bloatware is likely going to be useful to the legitimate user, since their developers
would not push them to the phone if there was no chance that the user would run them.
What is unlikely is that a user would use all of them. For example, the author’s phone
includes multiple different email clients, but he only uses one of them.
The mobile decoys do not meet the last criterion, shelf life. But a long shelf life does
not harm believability, because applications are expected to be used for a long time. In
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Figure 1.3: A home screen, with a banking application as a decoy, and the other applica-
tions in the upper-left corner modified to hide their data. The central application is visible
in the lower-right corner, but self-protection mechanisms prevent the user from accessing
it.
fact, bloatware can never be removed.
Implementation Details
The mobile decoy system runs on the Android operating system. So it needs to take
into account permissions required for particuar actions, possible avenues of subverting
or bypassing the decoys system, and the components of the modified applications.
Privileges Used
The implementation of the mobile decoy system uses a number of capabilities that the
Android operating system can grant to applications. While some of them require manual
configuration by the user, all of them are available to any application, even those that do
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not come pre-installed with the phone.
To start up along with the phone, the decoy system needs a permission to receive a
message from the operating system informing it that the phone has booted [67]. To detect
application access, the user needs to set the central application as an accessibility applica-
tion. This allows it to gather information about the current application in the foreground
[100]. By inspecting what application is in the foreground, rather than what applications
are running, the decoy system can differentiate between applications that a user inten-
tionally accessed, and applications that automatically run in the background. When the
lock screen records pictures, sound and location it needs the respective permissions for
those actions [67]. It also needs internet access to contact the server [67]. Finally, locking
the phone with the standard lock screen requires the user to configure the central appli-
cation to be a device administrator, which contains several security-related capabilities
that could be useful in an emergency, such as wiping all data on the phone [27].
Self Protection
The attacker can access some applications to render the decoy system useless. On the
Android operating system, the Settings application is highly sensitive, but weakly pro-
tected. An attacker could use it to uninstall the central application [25], thus disabling
the decoy system entirely. Moreover, a user can disable decoy access protection and pri-
mary locking by accessing the Settings application, and revoking the disability service
and device administrator privileges, respectively [32, 100] ¹. And since the central ap-
¹In case future versions of Android allow bypassing the Settings application entirely to uninstall an
application, a backup application can detect that the central application has been uninstalled [47]. The two
applications can protect each other symmetrically using the principles in Chapter 4.
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plication itself contains the interface for selecting decoy applications, access to it should
also be protected. The latter problem can be solved by programming the central applica-
tion to require a password chosen by the user. The former problem can be solved by the
accessibility functionality itself, by checking if the Settings application is open, and if so,
requesting that the user enter the configured password.
Since the secondary lock screen is actually an application window, the attacker could
put it in the background by pressing the Home button. To handle such cases, the phone
uses a copy of the lock screen, which detects when it is in the foreground, and checks if
the secondary lock screen should appear instead. In that case, it reopens the lock screeen.
Offline Fallback
Contacting the server only works if the phone is online. In case the server is offline, alerts
must be deferred, and reauthentication requires a second method. When the phone locks
while it is offline, the central application will queue the alert data –up to a limited total
size – and allow the user to reauthenticate using the password that the user configured
for self protection.
Hiding Sensitive Data
If the central application returns access to an unauthenticated user, it broadcasts a mes-
sage to all modified applications, which change what data they present to the user. Ap-
plications that store data in application-private storage will change which files they show
to the user. Applications that access remote accounts will log out, and if the central appli-
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cation has dummy account credentials for the application, the modified application will
log into the dummy account.
All reverse engineering and modification of proprietary applications was done man-
ually, with the help of APKtool, a program that disassembles and reassembles Android
applications [6].
The following examples show that it is possible to change not only open source, but
also proprietary applications to hide data.
ColorNote ColorNote is a simple, but proprietary, note-taking application [78].
Reverse-engineering revealed that it stores all data in application-private storage. The
modification adds an alternative set of files, and opens from only one set of files, depend-
ing on whether the application should show real or dummy files.
K-9 Mail K-9 Mail is an open source mail client [46]. Inspecting the source code re-
vealed a Java class to access some account and mailbox data in private storage, and login
methods in a second class that represents a foreground process. Logging out required
wiping the private storage information, while logging in required adapting the second
class so that K-9 Mail can run the login method in the background, after K-9 Mail has
received a command from the central application.
DropboxDropbox is a cloud file storage service, with a proprietary mobile application
[30]. Nevertheless, modifying the application is almost identical to modifying K-9 Mail,
with the exception that variable-name obfuscation made finding the appropriate classes
and methods more difficult.
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Conclusion
By combining multiple applications, many of which already exist, and some of which
require no modification, the mobile phone decoy system provides a second line of defense




Generating Seeds for Fuzzing Using Inverse Programs
This chapter describes the technique of inverse fuzzing, or how to manipulate inverse
programs, in order to automatically multiply the number of seed inputs. It describes
prerequisites and limitations for its usability, motivations, architecture and algorithms,
integration with a state-of-the art fuzzer, and evaluates its performance. Inverse fuzzing
is meant to take the process of generating a single seed, andmanipulate it to automatically
generate multiple seeds. Thus the evaluation compares its performance to that of the
unmodified fuzzer with a manually-generated seed.
Prerequisites and Limitations
Inverse fuzzing can work for any fuzzer that accepts seeds, as long as the tested pro-
gram has a program, known as the inverse program, that can generate input that the test
program accepts. In other words, the inverse program does not need to be a functional
inverse in the mathematical sense. But as the experiments will reveal, the technique is
not beneficial in every case. Most trivially, while the cp program can generate a file of
any format –given a proper input file – using it will be no more effective than directly
fuzzing its output. Thus, inverse fuzzing is more effective when more of the logic of the
inverse program corresponds to the functionality of the tested program. For example, if
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the tested program checks for a flag bit in a file, the inverse program should have logic
for deciding whether or not to set the flag.
While having a small proportion of appropriate logic makes the inverse fuzzer less ef-
fective, there is also a feature that unambiguously makes an inverse program useless, or
even counterproductive: non-determinism. If non-determinism causes the output to dif-
fer even without any manipulation, then it will appear that the inverse fuzzer generated
several different seeds, but most of them will not reveal new functionality of the pro-
gram. Moreover, it will affect the inverse fuzzing algorithm. As we will later see, we will
choose mutations adaptively, which is useless if the program’s behavior changes between
executions with the same choices of mutations. Therefore, we can only use programs as
inverse programs if they can produce the desired file deterministically. For example, be-
cause tar adds a time stamp by default, we had to disable timestamps. On the other
hand, ImageMagick’s magick would only create PNG and PDF files with timestamps, so
we could not use them as inverse programs for PNG and PDF parsers. Thus, making in-
verse fuzzing more applicable requires further work on how to control nondeterministic
factors such as timestamps or randomness in cryptographic applications, so that they are
both consistent and realistic.
Design
We augment the usual architecture of an existing fuzzer, which runs a test program, with
an inverse fuzzer, which runs the instrumented inverse program of the test program.
In more detail, the new components we add are: (1) instrumentations in the inverse
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program, which can perform mutations on certain values at certain steps, and (2) an in-
verse fuzzer, which decides what combinations of mutations to perform, and sends seeds
to the original fuzzer.
This approach can give us a greater choice of possible mutations than normal fuzzing,
but we need to narrow it down to a small set of mutation types. While the original fuzzer
influences the test program through the input only, and only uses instrumentation of the
test program –if any – in order to gather runtime information, the inverse fuzzer keeps
its own input constant, and instead uses the instrumentation in the inverse program to
manipulate its state directly. So in principle, the set of manipulations it could perform
is a superset of those that the fuzzer can make; the inverse fuzzer could simply fuzz the
output buffer, which means that it can at least make the mutations that the original fuzzer
makes. However, to optimize effectiveness, we chose specific kinds and combinations
of mutations. We will first explain what mutations are, and what types we used, and
how to choose them, before explaining how the inverse fuzzer learns about and performs
available mutations. At the end of this section, we will describe how the inverse fuzzer
and normal fuzzer interact, in order to minimize the performance costs due to the inverse
fuzzer.
Mutations
As with regular fuzzers, mutations are a basic building block in generating more inputs,
and increasing testing coverage. Wewant themutation in the state of the inverse fuzzer to
affect the execution of the test program. More specifically, to increase the code coverage of
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the fuzzer, we would like to change the state of the inverse fuzzer so that the test program
executes new code. First, we need to define what a mutation is, and what causes it. Then,
we need to know what kind of properties are desirable for a mutation, before choosing
what kinds of mutations to use. The rest of the subsection describes the algorithms that
automatically enable the inverse fuzzer to make the mutations.
In the context of the inverse fuzzer, mutations apply to the state of the inverse pro-
gram. A mutation is a single possible change to a value at a single step during the exe-
cution of the inverse program. That means that a certain step in the execution can have
multiple possible mutations to a particular value. We call such a group of possible muta-
tions a mutation cluster. To make mutations, we add extra code, called instrumentations,
to the inverse program. Each instrumentation is responsible for performing one kind of
mutation on a single value in the program. When the program executes the instrumen-
tation, it can either preserve the program’s functionality, or mutate the value. Since a
program can execute the same piece of code multiple times a single instrumentation can
be responsible for multiple mutation clusters and mutations. But we need to limit the
number of mutations. So for almost all cases, only the first execution of the instrumenta-
tion can perform a mutation.
Desired properties of mutations Like most fuzzers, the effectiveness of the inverse
fuzzer is related to its code coverage, which measures how much of its own code the
test program executes when running all of the inputs that the fuzzer has generated. To
increase code coverage, changes to the state of the inverse program should have an analo-
gous change in the test program, and should minimize the effect on the apparent validity
of the generated seed file. The former goal is based on the assumption that decisions that
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the inverse program makes to write certain data to the seed will trigger a corresponding
decision in the test program when it tries to parse that data.
The latter goal addresses the common weakness of randomized fuzzers, which is that
they are likely to produce obviously invalid input, which the test program will reject
right away, before it can execute more interesting code. To reduce the likelihood of this
problem, a change in a step of execution in the inverse program should trigger changes
in a later step in the execution that is necessary for the seed data to appear consistent.
While we could, for example, directly change the seed by changing an output buffer of
the inverse program, immediately before it is written to the seed file, such change would
not be useful, as the inverse program can no longer compensate for any inconsistencies
that the change caused. We therefore want to make sure that the data that the change
generated is still available to the inverse program, and that the inverse program had the
chance to make further calculations based on it.
To meet the second goal, we will mostly focus on pointers. They include not only
buffers, but also any variables, since they are actually a pointer to a memory location, for
example the process’s stack for local variables, or a preallocated data section for global
ones. But, as previously mentioned, some of these buffers might simply be written to the
seed, so that changes would make the seed invalid. So we will only consider pointers if
their values are used in certain operations.
Types of mutations To meet the first goal of triggering analogous changes in the test
program, in particular make it exercise new code, we simply target branches in the inverse
program. Branches are instructions that decide what code to execute next. Since branches
affect what code to execute next, if we can change the decision that a branch in the test
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program makes, then we would have made the branch execute new code. Based on the
assumed correspondence between the logic of the test program and the inverse program,
if we can manipulate a branch in the inverse program so that the output writes a new
value, we will change the decision of the corresponding branch in the test program when
it reads that value.
The types of branches we will target are if-else branches, and switch statements. If-
else branches choose one of two pieces of code based on the truth of a statement. Switch
statements consist of a variable and multiple constants, and can choose out of multiple
pieces of code, known as cases, depending on which constant the variable matches. In
addition, we also treat references in constant lookup tables as switches. Indeed, we have
found that compilers often implement switches by creating a lookup table. Since a switch
statement consists of only a single variable, that is the one that we will change, to match
each one of the constant cases. On the other hand, for if-else branches, generally speak-
ing, the if condition is a boolean, which can be immediately discarded after its use. So if
it is practical, it is preferable to mutate the operands in the operation that generates the
boolean value. Therefore, we also mutate the operands in comparisons between two val-
ues, where the relationship between the operands and output is well-known and simple,
so that the output can be easily controlled. If the comparisons are inequalities that decide
if one operand is larger or smaller than the other, the mutation can change either operand
to cover all three possible relationships between two scalar values: less than, equal to, and
greater than. While there are more comparison operations than that, they are all a union
of one or more, but not all, of the three aforementioned relationships, so we can get both
the true and false results. If the comparison only checks if the two values are equal at all,
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the mutation will only change an operand so that the two are either equal or not.
To satisfy the second goal, we need to consider how the program will use the mutated
values, and perform mutations accordingly. We will focus on bitwise operations, which
apply to individual bits of values. ¹ If we see a value used in a bitwise operation, then it
is likely that the value is used as a bit vector, so we flip the bits individually. Given the
abundance of binary operations, however, we limit the values that we mutate. Instead
of mutating any pointer that is used in a bitwise operation, we only mutate it if it is a
pointer to a buffer or a data structure, which suggests that the value will be passed on,
and further used in the program. In particular, a buffer could mean that the change will
be written into the seed file (again, only after the changed value has been used in other
operations), and a data structure indicates that the values is part of a well-organized state
that the inverse program is keeping to translate into a flat output file.
A final type of mutation affects return statements of functions. Upon completion, a
function can return a value that the caller will use for further calculation. Some func-
tions may return a value out of a small set of predefined constants (for example a status
message, or a type or subtype in programs that support multiple formats or formats with
multiple subtypes). But the logic for deciding which constant to return could obscure the
fact that the function is only returning one of a small number of pre-defined constants.
As a shortcut, we add mutations at return statements, which return some constants that
it found to match the type of values that the function could return. For primitive types,
such as integers, different functions could assign different meanings to their values, so
¹We did not consider arithmetic operations, which treat whole values as integers, because they mainly
affect integer comparisons, for which we already have mutations.
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we only search for constants that appear in that function. For complex data structures,
the programmer has assigned a specific use case for the type, so it is more likely that the
meaning of the values of a data structure are global (examples include parameters for a
specific format or sub-format). In this case, the choice of constants includes all constant
data structures of this type that the instrumentation algorithm can find. Moreover, un-
like the previous mutations, where each instrumentation be executed multiple times per
function call, such a mutation can occur at most once per function call. So we did not
limit the number of times an instrumentation can mutate a return value.
Algorithm 1 shows the top-level algorithm for choosing values to instrument from a
list of functions. Formost interesting statements, it tries to find possible pointer sources of
certain variables in statements. In general, for an instruction, i, we represent the operands
by Operands(i). But more specifically, for a switch instruction, SwitchVar(i) represents
the single variable, while SwitchCases(i) contains all the constant cases that the variable
could match. The boolean condition for an if statement is Condition(i). The algorithm
instruments the code with functions shown in Table 2.1. To find the possible pointer
sources, Algorithm 1 uses Algorithm 2, which performs a depth first search for pointers
that store the value of interest, p = PointerOfLoad(v), and traverses through instructions
that perform some form of copying. One simple class of such instructions is a store to
the aforementioned pointer, Storers(p). Or the value could be a cast of the same value
from another type, CastSrc(v). In addition, the compiler adds so-called phi instructions,
which choose one value for a variable as it appears in a particular block in the code, out
of different possible values from different branches that converge at that block [105]. We
denote the possible sources by ￿SRC(v).
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Algorithm 1 Top level algorithm for choosing values to instrument
procedure Instrument(INSTRS) . INSTRS is a list of instructions
for i 2 INSTRS do
if i is a switch or lookup table then
for v 2 Search(SwitchVar(i)) do
InsertMutateSwitch(v; SwitchCases(i))
end for
else if i is an if statement then
c Condition(i)
if c is not a comparison then
InsertMutateIf(c)
end if
else if i is an inequality (<;; >;) then
(l; r) Operands(i)
for v 2 Search(l) do
InsertMutateCmp(v; r)
end for
for v 2 Search(r) do
InsertMutateCmp(v; l)
end for
else if i checks for equality (=; 6=) then
(l; r) Operands(i)
for v 2 Search(l) do
InsertMutateEq(v; r)
end for
for v 2 Search(r) do
InsertMutateEq(v; l)
end for
else if i is a binary operation then
for v 2 Operands(i) do




else if i is a return instruction then
r  Operands(i)
if The function’s return type is a data structure then
K  All constants in the code of the same type
else .The function’s return type is a primitive







Algorithm 2 Helper function for searching for sources
procedure Search(v;VISITED = ;) . v is the current value to follow; VISITED is the
list of visited values, and is empty by default.
if v 2 VISITED then
return ; . Avoid revisiting the same value
end if
VISITED VISITED [ fvg
RESULT ;
if v is a load instruction then
p PointerOfLoad(v)
RESULT RESULT [ fpg
for s 2 Storers(p) do
RESULT RESULT [ Search(s;VISITED)
end for
end if
if v is a phi instruction then
for s 2 ￿SRC(v) do
RESULT RESULT [ Search(s;VISITED)
end for
end if
if v is a cast then




Table 2.1: Mutation fuctions, and their possible values (including the original)
Mutation Function Mutated Values Repeats
MutateSwitch(v; SwitchCases(i)) SwitchCases(i) No
MutateIf(v) ftrue; falseg No
MutateCmp(v; k) fk   1; k; k + 1g No
MutateEq(v; k) fk; k + 1g No
MutateBits(v) fv  2j : j 2 jvjg No
ReturnSelect(v;K) K Yes
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Combinations of mutations Given these choices of mutation types, we have several
ways of combining them. The only hard restriction is that we cannot makemultiple muta-
tions of the same cluster. To narrow down the excess of possibilities, we perform inverse
fuzzing adaptively.
We will make mutations in two phases. Initially, we will make only single mutations,
and out of the ones that produced new seeds, in the second phase, we recursively try com-
binations of mutations. In both phases, we will run the test program using a subroutine
called RunInverse, which we define as follows: For a set of mutations, MUTATIONS, let
RunInverse(MUTATIONS) run the test program using the mutations in MUTATIONS,
and if the execution produced a new seed, return the set of new mutations the inverse
fuzzer could make, grouped by mutation clusters; otherwise return the empty set. As a
result, we will only expandMUTATIONS if it produces new seeds. To be able to keep the
old mutations in MUTATIONS, the new mutations that RunInverse can return have two
restrictions: 1) they cannot be in the same cluster as any old mutation in MUTATIONS
2) the must occur after the all of the mutations inMUTATIONS. In other words, they can
only be applied to values after all execution steps to which any mutation inMUTATIONS
applies. The first restriction makes sure that no old mutation is overwritten. The second
restriction makes sure that all of the old mutations are still possible, since any mutation
will affect the execution of the inverse program after it.
In the first phase, we only perform one mutation at a time, until we have tried each
single mutation. Then, out of each one of those mutations that successfully created a
new seed, and the new possible mutations after them, we perform the second phase, as
follows: Given a set of fixed mutations, MUTATIONS, and a set of possible mutations,
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CANDIDATES, for each possible mutation, m, in the second set, CANDIDATES, run the
inverse program with the new combination,MUTATIONS[fmg. If the inverse program
produced a new seed program, we recursively repeat the second phase, holding the new
combination fixed, and, again, iterating over the possible mutations the most recent mu-
tation we made. Otherwise, we finish the cluster that contains mutation, since it appears
that mutating the associated value is not producing new seeds.
Algorithm 3 shows the top level of the process, which includes the first phase, and
the entry point into the second phase. Algorithm 4 shows the recursive function for the
second phase.
While we could have made the first phase recursive, like the second phase, i.e. imme-
diately fix the latest, single mutation whenever it produces a new seed, rather than try all
single mutations first, we did not do so, because we wanted to start with simple mutations
before trying combinations –if the inverse fuzzer even reaches the second phase.
Interaction Between the Inverse Fuzzer and Original Fuzzer
Given the aforementioned choice of mutations, the inverse fuzzer could generate a practi-
cally unlimited number of seeds. So we cannot wait for the inverse fuzzer to finish before
starting the normal fuzzer. After all, we still would like to use the original fuzzing al-
gorithm, and need to run the test program itself to find any bugs. We would like to run
the fuzzer that is more effective at each point in time. But when deciding which fuzzer is
more effective, information about past performance will become less relevant. We would
also like to only accept generated seeds if they are effective in increasing coverage. This
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Algorithm 3 Top level algorithm for iteratively making single mutations, and recursively
making combinations of mutations
procedureMutations
CANDIDATES RunInverse(;) . CANDIDATES is a list of possible mutation
clusters from when the fuzzer has not made any.
NEXT_MUTATIONS ;
for CLUSTER 2 CANDIDATES do
form 2 CLUSTER do
MUTATIONSm  fmg
CANDIDATESm  RunInverse(MUTATIONSm)
if CANDIDATESm 6= ; then





for (MUTATIONSm;CANDIDATESm) 2 NEXT_MUTATIONS do
MutationCombos(CANDIDATESm;MUTATIONSm) . Using Algorithm 4
end for
end procedure
Algorithm 4 Recursive algorithm for performing multiple mutations
procedureMutationCombos(CANDIDATES;MUTATIONS) . CANDIDATES is
a list of possible mutations, grouped by clusters. MUTATIONS is the list of mutations
that must be made for all test runs in this stage of the recursion.
for CLUSTER 2 CANDIDATES do
form 2 CLUSTER do
MUTATIONSm  MUTATIONS [ fmg
CANDIDATESm  RunInverse(MUTATIONSm)
if CANDIDATESm 6= ; then
MutationCombos(CANDIDATESm;MUTATIONSm)
else







is not as straightforward as accepting only seeds if they increase coverage. After all, code
coverage is not the only way of measuring how much functionality the fuzzer has tested,
and it could be possible that the fuzzer could mutate two inputs that induce the same cov-
erage, yet produce mutated inputs that exercise different functionalities. Thus, we split
inverse fuzzing into the following steps:
1. The inverse fuzzer generates a limited number of mutations. For testing purposes,
the limit is 1000 mutations, or 5 seconds, whichever limit the fuzzer reaches sooner.
Meanwhile, it calculates the rate of coverage increase over time.
2. The forward fuzzer reads all of the generated seeds, and starts mutating inputs, until
it has mutated one input that it has generated itself. Meanwhile, it also calculates
the rate of coverage increase over time.
3. Run whichever method has the higher coverage increase. In case of a tie, use the
normal fuzzer. For the normal fuzzer:
• Compare the methods after fuzzing a single input.
• Calculate the increase of coverage due to fuzzing the input. If the input was
generated due by the inverse fuzzer, count it towards the increase in coverage
due to fuzzing seeds. Otherwise, count it towards the increase in coverage due
to fuzzing generated inputs.
For the inverse fuzzer:
• Compare the methods after a time interval, which is 5 seconds for testing pur-
poses.
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• If the inverse fuzzer produces no new inputs at all, disable inverse fuzzing
altogether.
At each comparison, halve the previous coverage and time increases due to the
current fuzzer, to decrease the weight of its older performance history, and to give
the other fuzzer a chance. If the increase in coverage due to the normal fuzzer
fuzzing seeds, divided by the number of fuzzed seeds is no more than the increase
in coverage due to the normal fuzzer fuzzing inputs that it has generated on its own,
divided by the number of fuzzed, generated inputs, proceed to the next step.
4. This step is the same as the previous step, but the normal fuzzer only accepts any
new seeds according to its criteria for accepting inputs that it has generated on its
own.
Besides the time the inverse fuzzer takes to generate seeds, and the number of seeds
generated, there is a second reason that the inverse fuzzer could actually degrade the per-
formance of the normal fuzzer: the size of the generated input. It is true that both the
original fuzzer and the inverse fuzzer can increase the size of an input. But the original
fuzzer would have to explicitly populate the extra space, so the increase in size is naturally
restrained. On the other hand, the inverse fuzzer could effortlessly grow the seed to an
inconvenient size, say by flipping a high bit in a size parameter. Not only do large inputs
slow down each execution of the test program, but a thorough fuzzer would have to mu-
tate a large number of input bytes [112]. While large inputs may be interesting for the
effect of their sizes on bounds checking and buffer overflows, the values of the individual
bits would matter less. Therefore, there is little benefit, and great loss from fuzzing every
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byte of the input. For large inputs, we therefore wish to only perform length-independent
fuzzing. We decide what inputs are large based on how much the original fuzzer could
have increased the size of the original seed. More specifically, we keep track of the gen-
eration of each fuzzed input, and the maximum increase in size between each generation
that the normal fuzzer has ever made. Each generation has a base size, which is the total
maximum growth from the original seed. That is, we take the size of the seed generated
without any mutations, and add the maximum growth from each generation. Recursively
speaking, the base size of a generation is the sum of the base size of the previous gener-
ation, and the maximum size increase between the generations. The size limit for each
generation is the sum of the base size and the maximum size increase between the genera-
tion and the next one. This is effectively a somewhat more permissive limit than what the
original fuzzer, with only the unmutated seed, would have ever produced. If the size of
an input for a particular generation exceeds the limit of that generation, then the original
fuzzer performs only the fuzzing methods whose number of iterations does not depend
on the input size.
Implementation
Wediscuss the implementation decisionswemade. In addition to choices of standard tools
and operating system interfaces (most of which follow the design of AFL) we also discuss
what we used to facilitate interaction between the two fuzzers, and practical reliability
concerns.
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Implementation Tools and Techniques
TheOriginal Fuzzer For our original fuzzer, we take AFL, version 2.49b [111], and modify
it to interact with our inverse fuzzer.
Instrumentation Similar to AFL, we instrument the inverse program using an LLVM
pass [114], and write wrappers around clang, to build the inverse program with the pass,
and link it to an object file containing the functions that perform the mutation [111]. This
limits the extent of Algorithm 1 to a single module, which is all the code (usually a C or
C++ source file, and header files) that goes into creating an object file. On one hand, this
limits how far back we can search for values to instrument. On the other hand, it avoids
slowing down the compilation process too much.
Interprocess Communication Again, like AFL, we use shared memory [111], except
instead of simply using it to detect the execution of basic blocks in the test program, we
use the shared memory for two-way communication. One side effect is that if the inverse
program actually consists of a sequence of multiple programs, then we can communicate
with all processes without any extra effort. In practice, we could construct more complex
inverse programs out of scripts that run instrumented binaries. But since that involves
extra domain knowledge on the part of the user, we have not chosen to use them for
comparison with manually-seeded fuzzing.
The one issue that shared memory raises is that we have to preallocate it. The main
consequence is that we would have to allocate enough space to include all the mutations
we wish to make. While we could reallocate the shared memory for each execution, we
simply allocate an estimated upper limit: After running the inverse program for the first
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time, without anymutations, we allocate enough space to include all the possiblemutation
clusters. We would only lose potential mutations in the unlikely case that we have a
combination of mutations that exceeds the total number of possible clusters, including
ones that do not generate new seeds.
Representing Sets of Possible Mutations We will represent mutation clusters and
mutations as numbers. Most crucially, we will number mutation clusters by order of ap-
pearance. Thus the list of possible mutations only needs to be represented by one number
and a boolean. The number represents the first available mutation cluster. The instru-
mented program also returns a boolean that tells the inverse fuzzer if the last mutation is
the last one in its cluster. So when the inverse fuzzer wants to change the last mutation,
it knows whether it should use the same cluster, with the next mutation, or start with the
next cluster.
Synchronizing the Inverse and Original FuzzersWe use a file lock [58] so that only
the inverse fuzzer, or the original fuzzer runs at one time. This ensures that the original
fuzzer doesn’t run until the inverse fuzzer has created enough seed inputs, the original
fuzzer isn’t reading a file while the inverse fuzzer is writing to it, and we only run the
inverse fuzzer when the original fuzzer needs it to. While a more fine grained use of the
lock can satisfy the first two conditions, while also letting both fuzzers run concurrently,
we did not do so, because during evaluation, such a design would give our fuzzer more
threads than the original fuzzer.
This synchronization method does not prevent the inverse fuzzer from generating
seeds once the original fuzzer has terminated. But since the inverse fuzzer runs for the
sake of the original fuzzer, we also expect the inverse fuzzer to terminate. So the lock file
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also contains the process ID (PID) of the normal fuzzer, as long as the normal fuzzer may
still need the inverse fuzzer to run. If the inverse fuzzer determines that the lock contains
no PID, or there is no longer a process with that PID, it will terminate.
Practical Issues
Ideally, a fuzzer reruns the inverse or test program multiple times, independently. In
reality, the test program can affect the system in a way that not only affects the testing
result, but could also make the operating system unusable. A number of inverse and test
programs affect the file system during the fuzzing process, either because they output
directories and files, or because they create temporary ones. This problem is true for all
fuzzers, but especially acute for our fuzzer, because we create more seeds.
One problem occurs mainly with archiving programs: The inverse or test program
could change permissions in the file system, which could interfere with the fuzzer. For
example, by default, tar could change the permissions of the current working directory.
The fuzzer would run the test program in the fuzzer’s output directory, so not only would
the test program no longer run properly, but the fuzzer itself would also be unable to con-
tinue at all. To prevent such permission changes, we run all of the tests with unprivileged
users, who do not own the folders in which they run.
The more common problem is disk usage. Many of our test programs produce output
files, and some of them generate temporary files. A properly working program should
generally erase temporary files before it terminates. But sometimes, the fuzzer could
decide that it has been running for too long, and kill the test process, so that the tempo-
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rary files start to accumulate. To avoid excessive disk usage, we developed two cleanup
routines. The first solution is specific to our modification of the original fuzzer. We gen-
erally ran the test program to output any files in the output directory of the fuzzer. If
we couldn’t, the test program was still restricted to that directory, and the temporary
folder, due to the user’s permissions (the hosts were dedicated to running the fuzzer, so
there were no other users who could have created world-writable directories). At the
same time, the fuzzer also uses files in that directory to keep track of its state. So our
cleanup routine, between a number of test program executions, would delete any files
in the working directory that are unrelated to the fuzzer’s state. As we will see, our ex-
periments compared the performance of our workflow against the baseline performance
of an unmodified fuzzer, using manually-generated seeds. So we could have applied the
same change to the baseline, but we did not. Since we did not want to make modifica-
tions to interfere with the baseline performance, and also because the unmodified fuzzer
never produced too many inputs that would cause the test program to output files, we did
not add this modification to the baseline fuzzer. On the other hand, the temporary files
did prove to be a problem in both cases, and previous AFL users have also observed this
problem [88]. To mitigate this, we developed an independent script that would clean up
old files in the temporary file directory. As we noted previously, this was the only other
folder the user could write to. We would run this script throughout our experiments, for
both our workflow, and the unmodified fuzzer.
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Experimental Evaluation
We compared our fuzzer combination with AFL with a manually generated seed. The
section describes this setup in more detail, and shows quantitative results, as well as bugs
that we have found with the inverse fuzzer.
Setup
To compare our fuzzer combination with an existing fuzzer that uses manual seeds, we
considered the following two methods: 1) Our inverse fuzzer, with an instance of AFL
2.49b, which we modified to interact with our fuzzer, and 2) an unmodified instance of
AFL 2.49b. All tests ran for 12 hours. Our fuzzing tests ran on VMWare ESXi instances on
Dell PowerEdge R710 hosts, where each virtual machine has 8 2.67GHz processors, and
16GB of RAM. For compilation, we use a separate machine with the same RAM size and
processor speed, except the machine only has 4 processors, out of which we use 2 when
compiling. That is because we only needed to run each compilation once, so we did not
need a high level of parallelization.
Next, we discuss some additional tools that we needed to write for the sake of our
experiments.
Coverage Calculation We use the LLVM toolchain for calculating the coverage. It
requires that we build the test program with additional flags [94], which we include in
a wrapper to clang, just like when we instrument the test and inverse programs. An
additional challenge arises when we want to gather coverage information over time. It
is too inefficient to calculate coverage as the fuzzers are running. But we cannot depend
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on timestamps to determine when the input files were generated, because AFL could trim
them later [112]. We therefore copy each version of an input file as it is generated, which
we can detect using inotify [66]. The copy will contain the correct timestamp, which we
use for determining when the coverage increased due to the file.
Termination To make sure that both methods are running for the same amount of
time, we also need to automatically stop AFL after a predetermined time. But AFL itself
does not have an automatic method for stopping; it requires the user to send it the inter-
rupt signal [112]. So we run both versions of AFL with a parent program that sends the
fuzzer the interrupt signal after a specified amount of time.
Quantitative Results
We evaluate the inverse fuzzer using the Binutils programs ², which Böhme et al. use to
evaluate AFLFast [8], and most of the programs listed by Rebert et al. [90], except those
that are GUI programs, which AFL does not support. Those programs include ffmpeg ³,
gif2png ⁴, jpegtran ⁵, magick ⁶, mp3gain ⁷, mplayer ⁸, mupdf ⁹ and pdf2svg ¹⁰. For












Table 2.2: Projects and build times, in seconds, for AFL fuzzer, and inverse fuzzer. Not
every program is fuzzed or inverse fuzzed.
Program(s) Version AFL inverse fuzzer
binutils programs 2.28 144.38 146.82
clamscan 0.99.2 127.80
cpio 2.12 108.01 108.03
ffmpeg 3.3.2 487.97
gif2png 2.5.11 0.84 0.70
jpegtran 9b 16.53
lame 3.99.5 26.75
magick 7.0.6-10 269.41 227.79
mp3gain 1.5.2-r2 2.68
mplayer 1.3.0 465.47
mupdf 1.11 125.88 96.40
pdf2svg 0.2.3 1.94
tar 1.29 79.37 76.71
ing programs, cpio ¹² and tar ¹³. Moreover, we used AFL to fuzz a modified version
of clamscan from the ClamAV anti-virus project ¹⁴ using some seeds generated by the
inverse fuzzers to look for bugs, and to train the monitor in the next chapter. Table 2.2
shows the build times for the projects for AFL and the inverse fuzzer. The extra build time
for the inverse fuzzer is at most 5 minutes, which means that the instrumentation for the
inverse fuzzer does not make using an inverse program burdensome. Table 2.3 shows the
coverage and number of crashes found by the original setting and the inverse fuzzer.
Images 2.1 to 2.22 show the coverage for both fuzzers over time.
As we can see both from the coverage and number of crashes found, the inverse fuzzer
beats the normal fuzzer in a vast majority of test cases. The exceptions are programs that




¹⁵magick lets us create PDFs out of images, but we did not use it as an inverse fuzzer, because it inserted
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Table 2.3: Fuzzer performance comparisons. The better results are underlined.
Coverage Crashes
Test program Inverse Program Normal Inverted Normal Inverted
c++filt nm 0.05660 0.05851 0.0833 0.25
magick GIF to JPG magick PNG to GIF 0.04577 0.05281 0 0
magick GIF to PNG magick PNG to GIF 0.05367 0.04722 0 0
cpio cpio 0.2244 0.2646 4.75 39.58
ffmpeg lame 0.05810 0.06406 0 0
gif2png magick from PNG to GIF 0.7429 0.7443 9.75 9
jpegtran magick from PNG to JPG 0.1830 0.1952 0 0
mp3gain lame 0.5001 0.5166 67 106
mplayer lame 0.05755 0.06028 0 0
mupdf mupdf with PDF from picture 0.06013 0.06011 178.5 60.75
mupdf mupdf with PDF from text 0.1174 0.1181 0 0
nm as 0.09902 0.1021 0 0
nm objcopy 0.1042 0.1285 0 0
objdump as 0.06406 0.07143 0 0
objdump objcopy 0.06846 0.08885 0 0
pdf2svg mupdf 0.3281 0.3281 0 0.67
readelf as 0.1752 0.1917 0 0
readelf objcopy 0.1776 0.1826 0 0
size as 0.06135 0.06146 0 0
size objcopy 0.06220 0.08117 0 0
strings objcopy 0.002234 0.002234 0 0
tar tar 0.09273 0.1249 0 0
Figure 2.1: Coverage for c++filt
Figure 2.2: Coverage for magick
converting GIF to JPG from magick
generating GIF from PNG
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Figure 2.3: Coverage for magick
converting GIF to PNG from
magick generating GIF from PNG
Figure 2.4: Coverage for cpio
Figure 2.5: Coverage for ffmpeg Figure 2.6: Coverage for gif2png
Figure 2.7: Coverage for jpegtran
Figure 2.8: Coverage for mp3gain.
In spite of the spike near the end for
the normal fuzzer, its coverage does
not beat the 12-hour coverage of the
inverse fuzzer even if we let it run
for 24 hours.
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Figure 2.9: Coverage for mplayer
Figure 2.10: Coverage for mupdf
from mupdf converting a PDF con-
taining an image
Figure 2.11: Coverage for mupdf
from mupdf converting a PDF con-
taining text
Figure 2.12: Coverage for nm with
as as the inverse
Figure 2.13: Coverage for nm with
objcopy as the inverse
Figure 2.14: Coverage for objdump
with as as the inverse
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Figure 2.15: Coverage for objdump
with objcopy as the inverse Figure 2.16: Coverage for pdf2svg
Figure 2.17: Coverage for readelf
with as as the inverse
Figure 2.18: Coverage for readelf
with objcopy as the inverse
Figure 2.19: Coverage for sizewith
as as the inverse
Figure 2.20: Coverage for sizewith
objcopy as the inverse
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Figure 2.21: Coverage for strings Figure 2.22: Coverage for tar
tion occurs for programs for which AFL reaches the maximum coverage (at least for the
command line arguments it uses to run the test program) very quickly, so that any extra
work that the inverse fuzzer does only slows it down. The tests of the Binutils programs
also underscores the importance of using inverses whose functionality corresponds to
that of the test program. While the assembler, as, does create binaries that Binutil pro-
grams can read, most Binutil programs only deal with data besides the machine code that
the assembler creates, so fuzzing the assembly logic is generally not useful. Thus the only
programwhere aswas noticeably helpful was objdump, which performs disassembly. On
the other hand, objcopy focuses onmanipulating the other data that the Binutil programs
parse, and therefore is more useful as an inverse program.
Bugs
We manually examined some of the bugs that the inverse fuzzer found and the normal
fuzzer did not. Below are bugs we have found that have not been previously fixed.
a timestamp.
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c++filt: The inverse fuzzer found a NULL reference in c++filt due to invalid er-
ror handling. Listing 2.1 shows the immediate cause of the fault. Even though the
index is within the bounds of the array, from->btypevec, according to from->numb,
an entry in the array is a NULL pointer. The offending entry is created in the function
register_Btype, which increments the array size, and makes the new, last entry NULL.
This would normally not be a problem, because the remember_Btype function puts a
string in the last entry. But in case of an error, the caller of both functions returns after
creating the new entry, but before populating it, as shown in Listing 2.3.
Listing 2.1: The NULL reference in c++filt
static void
work_stuff_copy_to_from (struct work_stuff *to,
struct work_stuff *from)
...
for (i = 0; i < from->numb; i++)
{





Listing 2.2: Creating the NULL entry in c++filt
static int




ret = work -> numb++;
work -> btypevec[ret] = NULL;
return(ret);
}
Listing 2.3: Incorrect error handling in c++filt keeps the NULL entry
static int
demangle_qualified (struct work_stuff *work, ...)
{
...






remember_Btype (work, temp.b, LEN_STRING (&temp), bindex);
...
}
cpio: While most of the apparent hangs that AFL found are false positives, the inverse
fuzzer did find a real hang in cpio, where the normal fuzzer did not. Due to the fact that
triggering the bug required a special mode, it was unlikely that the normal fuzzer would
ever find it.
cpio hangs when it tries to create a file by opening it, as show in Listing 2.4. The
problem is that when the file already exists, and is a named pipe, the function waits for
another party to open the pipe on the other end [64]. In most modes such a case would
only occur if the attacker was able to create the pipe after cpio checked for the existence
of the file, and before it tries to open it. But for two non-default modes, arf_newascii
and arf_crcascii, as shown in Listing 2.5, the attacker can use cpio itself to create the
pipe after the check. The attacker can craft a file so that it defers the creation of the pipe
and a regular file of the same name, so that cpio creates the pipe only after it checks for
its existence, and then tries to create the regular file without checking. The normal fuzzer
did not find this bug, and it is unlikely that it would, because the two modes require 6
magic bytes to match, as shown in Listing 2.6. And even if the file contained matching
magic bytes, the rest of the file must still adhere to the specifications of the mode.








for (d = deferments; d != NULL; d = d->next)
{
...
out_file_des = open (d->header.c_name,











if (file_hdr->c_nlink > 1
&& (archive_format == arf_newascii








Listing 2.6: Conditions for when cpio chooses a subformat that supports deferring file
creation.
if (!strncmp (tmpbuf, "070701", 6))
archive_format = arf_newascii;
...





Finally, the inverse fuzzer also found a stack overflow in pdf2svg, but that was due
to a bug in a library that is no longer in the most recent version.
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Fuzzing ClamAV
For each test that used the inverse fuzzer, we took the seeds that the inverse generated,
removed the upper quartile of the seeds in terms of file size, and used them as the seeds
for fuzzing clamdscanwith AFL. Like previous attempts to fuzz ClamAV, we did not fuzz
the full version of clamdscan, but only the core functionality, to avoid the overhead due
to setup [88].
Before fuzzing, we passed the seeds through afl-cmin, which approximately mini-
mizes the number of seeds, while still covering all of the code that the original set covered
[110]. After fuzzing for 5 days, we found no crashes, but the generated inputs gave us the
data for training the monitor for ClamAV in the next chapter.
Conclusion
By automatically manipulating the programs used to generate seed inputs, we improved
not only the code coverage of a state-of-the-art fuzzer, but also increased the number




Asymmetrically Monitoring an Intrusion Detection System on
the Same Host
This chapter introduces a general intrusion detection system that can be automatically
trained to protect another intrusion detection system. Unlike the symmetric monitors in
the next chapter, this one follows the traditional architecture in which a monitor protects
a resource, but not the other way around. This leaves the problem that there will be at
least one monitor that is unprotected – creating a new monitor to protect the previous
one will add a new, unprotected resource. That means that we need to focus on reducing
the probability of bugs in the new monitor.
In spite of the weakness of the traditional architecture, sometimes it is the most fea-
sible one. It is often the only option when both the monitor and the target processes
are running on the same host. While Chinchani et al. do develop a single-host defense
architecture in which multiple monitors protect each other in a cycle, it only works for
the FreeBSD operating system, while other operating systems, such as Linux, do not have
mechanisms for processes to monitor each other cyclically [17]. Nevertheless, the defense
in this chapter, and previous single-host defenses have the advantage that they can use
the resources that the host platform provides to detect most attacks more quickly, usually
almost instantaneously [85, 17].
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Like previous intrusion detection systems that monitor processes, the monitor in this
chapter will develop a state machine of the system calls that the target process makes
[104, 35]. But unlike prior models, the new state machine will avoid inferring the state
of the program by trying to determine its location in the code, which, so far has relied
on reconstructing the control flow graph of the program, or reconstructing the call stack
of the process, which would rely on the call stack following a particular convention. The
principle behind this chapter is that a more simple algorithm will be less likely to contain
programming bugs (although the classification performancemay suffer). More concretely,
stack tracing algorithms have not been without bugs, such as a recent one in the Breakpad
debugging framework, in which a specially crafted stack could give the illusion of being
too deep for the stack tracer’s buffer [76]. While it is easy to fix such errors, the fact that
such a bug was only found recently in a tool that has been in development for over 10
years suggests that such pitfall is a persistent risk [1].
We can simplify the model by considering particular properties of an intrusion detec-
tion system. They are continuously-running processes that consist of a setup phase and
infinite repetition of a main loop. The setup phase does not accept input, so we can un-
conditionally allow it to perform privileged operations. The main loop does accept input,
which means that we need to be more restrictive there. While some parts of the main loop
may still require privilege, not all of them do. In theory, the main loop of an IDS contains
a few distinct steps: data collection, classification, and response [23]. While data collec-
tion and response are the most privileged steps, most of the bugs are in the classification
step, more precisely when a parser tries to convert the raw information from the data
collection into features that the core logic of the intrusion detection system can classify
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as malicious or benign. Of course, the real steps in the main loop of a real IDS may not
correspond exactly with the three aforementioned ones. But it is nevertheless useful to
discover the common steps, and separate the privileged and the unprivileged ones. Thus
we have two goals: to differentiate between setup and looping, and to separate the priv-
ileged and unprivileged steps inside the loop iterations. The question then is: where are
the boundaries between the steps? Assuming that there are common steps that exist for
every iteration of the intrusion detection system’s main loop, identifying the boundaries
would involve identifying the loop iterations, and finding common system calls between
them. The solution that this chapter introduces is to let the training data know when the
intrusion detection system is receiving input.
The rest of the chapter will describe the threat model, how to train and use the system
call model, implementation details, and experimental evaluations of the performance and
accuracy of the models.
Threat Model
The attacker is assumed to be an outsider who is trying to gain access through a running
IDS. In particular, the attacker can influence the IDS by controlling its input. But the
attacker has not previously gained access to the IDS’s host through other means, and
therefore cannot control or disable the IDS directly.
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System Call Model
The models for the system calls will resemble finite state automata, where the inputs
are the system calls. But the goal of the model is to find and represent the stages of
an intrusion detection system using unambiguous boundaries. Thus, each state is only
associated with a single system call, which signifies the entry into the state, and contains
a set of allowed system calls. Some of the allowed calls are transitions into their respective
states, and the rest of which do not change the state. To prevent the model from being too
coarse grained, in each state, the repetition of certain system calls can cause the monitor
to issue an alert, even if the model classifies a single instance of that call in that state as
normal. We now describe the parts of the model in more detail.
System calls
A system call consists of a number that identifies the functionality, and a limited list of pa-
rameters, depending on the identifying number [65]. In general, variations in the param-
eters are expected, so it would require extensive training to discover a pattern amongst all
the different combinations of paramaters. But there are a few types of parameters where
a process will only use a few, discrete values. For those, it is possible to include their exact
values when modeling a system call. These types are:
• Enum: Certain system calls support a limited number of options. For example,
lseek is a system call for navigating to positions inside a file, and the last parameter
determines whether to calculate the new position relative to the beginning of the
file, the current position, or the end of the file [61]. Other times, the value is a
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command to a particular resource, which is the case for fcntl [60].
• Constant strings: In general, there is no limit to the contents a string can store,
and even if there was only a small number of strings, determining its value requires
reading and copying memory buffers whose lengths are not known ahead of time.
So the model will consider only constant strings whose values are stored in the
program binary [59]. This not only limits the number of strings, but also requires
knowing only its location inside the program, instead of its value.
• Flags: Themodel treats parameters as a flags type if it contains bits whose meanings
depend on whether they are set or cleared. In principle, a flag can have as many
values as an integer with the same number of bits. In practice, as the experiments
will reveal, a program will only use a limited number of them.
Currently, the parameter types are manually created.
States
A state consists of a number of system calls of the following types:
• The entry call: The system call whose appearance indicates entry into this state.
Each state can have at most one entry call. Effectively, if we ignore states without
entry calls, then a process has a one-to-one correspondence between entry system
calls and states. Besides shrinking the size of the model, by limiting the number of
states per system call to at most one, such one-to-one correspondence makes the
model more resilient in the face of false positives: The monitor can reorient itself
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back to a state as soon as it observes an entry system call, even if the system call is
not allowed in the current state.
• Internal calls: Internal system calls are system calls that the process canmake, while
in a particular state, and still remain in the same state. Internal calls reflect the
notion that each step in the process’s execution could allow several different system
calls, without entering the next step. However, even if a step allows a system call, it
might not allow the process to make the same sensitive system call multiple times.
Thus each state indicates which internal calls the process can repeatedly call, before
making an entry call. If the model was a true finite state automaton, each un-
repeatable system call would double the number of states associated with a step: in
half of them, the process has not made the system call, and is therefore still allowed
to do so; in the other half, it has already made the call, and cannot do so again.
• Transitions: a transition is an entry system call that a process can make in a state.
A state can contain a transition to itself.
Thread Rule
A thread rule is a set of states for a thread or set of threads. It contains exactly one state
that does not have an entry call. In other words, if we use a dummy state for this special
state, there is a one-to-one correspondence between all states and entry calls in the thread
rule.
A program can have multiple thread rules, and the last one may be general, which
means that it can apply to multiple threads. This is useful for when a program spawns
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multiple threads running the same code. Howwe determine the need for a general thread
will be explained when we describe the training algorithm in the next subsection.
Building a Model
Training a model consists of a recording and a training step. The first step involves run-
ning the intrusion detection system over multiple test inputs and recording system calls.
The second step takes the system calls to find entry calls and states. The training is tai-
lored for the property that real-time intrusion detection systems act like servers in the
sense that they ideally run forever, and execute a main loop that iterates over inputs as
they arrive. Since the defense is supposed to work against attackers who exploit the input
procesing part of the IDS, it is more useful to focus on those steps. In addition, as noted in
Chapter 2, some intrusion detection systems have a long setup time. So by isolating the
system calls the process makes while processing input, we can focus on the part of the
execution that is both sensitive and relatively inexpensive to process. One additional chal-
lenge in modeling programs that process outside data on demand is that they often create
different threads. If each thread ran different code, we can simply train them separately.
That is because we can be sure that the number of threads is bounded, since the code size
is bounded. But some threads could spawn during different times to process some of the
inputs, before terminating. So it would be more accurate and scalable to create a common
model for threads of the latter type.
Both the recording and training steps address the problem of estimating the input
boundaries, while the second step also decides which threads to group together.
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The recording process runs as follows:
1. Start running the IDS, while tracking its system calls.
2. Repeatedly try to send an input to the IDS, until it indicates that it has processed
input, and therefore is running. Denote these inputs as probing inputs. In our
examples, the input will be one that the IDS will consider malicious, so this step
will check if the IDS has detected it.
3. Send the inputs from a corpus to the IDS, and in the system call log of each thread
that is still running, record when the input was sent. Wait for a short interval (10
seconds in the experiments) between each input, in order to give the IDS the chance
to process it.
4. Wait for a long interval (30 minutes in the experiments), to record system calls
during periods of inactivity.
5. Send the inputs from the corpus again, but as fast as possible.
In order to infer the need for a general thread, the training step takes advantage of
the following heuristic: If a unique thread only ran for a limited time, the IDS would
be inconsistent for the same input at different times. Threads that run similar code, but
for only specific inputs only appear when new input requires them. That means, not only
should a unique thread run indefinitely, but it should also run ahead of all the threads that
run the same code, but for different inputs. The processing therefore starts by categorizing
the inputs according to Split, as shown in Algorithm 5.
The entry points we choose should be common to all inputs, but not appear in the
setup stage. So they should be an intersection of the sets of system calls that are sepa-
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Algorithm 5The algorithm for grouping threads’ system call logs
procedure Split(logs) . logs is a list of per-thread log files, ordered by appearance time.
maxin  1 . maxin will hold the index of the last input
for log 2 logs do
in The index of the last input in log




groups ; . groups is the list of thread groups.
general ; . general is the list of general threads.
for log 2 logs do
if The first non-probing input or the input indexed at maxin is not in log or
general 6= ; then
general general [ flogg
else
groups groups [ ffloggg
end if
end for
if general 6= ; then
groups groups [ fgeneralg
end if
return general 6= ;; groups . Return the thread groups, as well as whether or not
the last one is for general threads.
end procedure
rated by when the inputs occur, minus the system calls that occur before the last probing
input, which is the one to which the IDS first responded. The set subtraction step can be
performed per thread, since a system call subtracted from one set will not reappear in the
intersection of the reduced set with another set. But the heuristic does not work if the IDS
does not react to the inputs quickly enough: it would possible that there will not appear
to be any possible entry calls at all. One possible cause is that when the inputs are fed in
as quickly as possible, regardless of whether the IDS has processed the last input or not,
there will be some inputs for which there are apparently no system calls at all, because
the IDS has not performed any processing. So when the intersection is empty, retry, but
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only calculate the intersections of the system calls induced by feeding the inputs with a
pause between each one. The second possibility is that the IDS could have detected some
of the earlier probing inputs, but not quickly enough for the probing procedure to have
detected it, so it would appear that some of the system calls that should be used only for
processing inputs appear to be used in the setup. So when a log yields no entry calls,
retry, but without subtracting any calls.
With a set of entry calls and logs of ordered system calls for the appropriate group of
threads, the training phase can finish by generating the respective rules. The main data
structure will be amapping, which keeps track of whether a system call has appeared zero,
once, or many times during a state. Algorithm 6 describes the rule generation algorithm,
GenRules.
Enforcing the Model
Themonitor tracks the system calls that themonitored processmakes, and compares them
against the model. When it finds an entry call, its state switches to the corresponding
state. It will also check if the system call is allowed by the state. If not, it will issue an
alert.
More specifically, for one thread, given the rules, T :
1. Initialize the state, s, to ?.
2. Initialize the set of system calls that cannot be repeated, R, to ;.
3. For each system call, c
a) Let S be the rules for c in T .
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Algorithm 6The algorithm for generating a thread rule
procedure GenRules(logs; E) . logs is the list of per-thread logs in a group; E is the
set of entry calls
T  ; . T maps each entry call to a state’s rules
for e 2 E do
Let T map e ;
end for
for log 2 logs do
e ? . e is the current entry call. It is initialized to be a dummy value
representing the starting state
S  the rules for ? in T . S maps a system call to whether it has repeated or
not. If a call is not in the domain, that means that it has not appeared at all.
for c 2 log do
if c 2 E then . Found a transition into another state
Let S map c false
Let T map e S . Save the previous state
e c
S  the rules for c in T . Fetch what we already know about the next
state. It might be empty
else . Keep the same state, and only check for a repeat.
if c 2 S then
Let S map c true
else









b) If c is a key in S:
i. S maps c to false
A. If c is in R, issue an alert. Otherwise add c to R.
Else, issue an alert.
c) If c is an entry call in T , set s to c, and reset R to ;.
Nowwe’re leftwith the top level decision of which thread rules to use for a new thread.
Suppose there are N thread rules, T1 to TN .
1. Initialize the thread counter, t, to 1.
2. Whenever the task spawns a new thread:
a) If t > T :
i. If the last thread rule was created from multiple logs, output TN . Other-




The implementation of both the system call recording and monitoring programs are based
on the strace system call tracing program [115], which in turn uses the ptrace system
call, which is used for monitoring programs while they are running [63]. The training
phase is written in Python3. Using sloccount, the C code for gathering and monitoring
system calls took 2697 lines of code, while the training script had 846 lines.
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Evaluation
We test two existing intrusion detection systems that are used to protect different settings.
We measure the performance impact of the monitor, as well as number of false positives,
and quantify how restrictive the trained models are.
Test Programs
We tested a host-based IDS, ClamAV, and a network-based IDS, Snort ¹. In particular, for
ClamAV, we monitored the clamd daemon, and sent it data using clamdscan. Its version
is the same as the one we fuzzed. For Snort, we only used the snort program, version
2.9.7.0, while using a packet replay script to feed it data. Recall that we do not need the
source code of the IDS. In fact, for Snort, we used the binary that we could install on the
Ubuntu.
For ClamAV, we used the same virtual machines from the previous chapter. For Snort,
we isolated it in a virtual machine running on a laptop computer. The virtual machine has
a single, 2.40 GHz processor, while the laptop has 4. The virtual machine is not directly
exposed to the Internet, but is instead inside a local area network that only consists of the
host system and utilities of VMWare.
Data Sources
For ClamAV, the inputs we used for training and testing the monitor are taken from the
inputs that the fuzzer generated. For Snort, we recorded 1000 packets of local network
¹https://www.snort.org/
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Table 3.1: Training time on full data
Program Data Collection time (s) Training time (s) Total time (s)
ClamAV 18000 18.163 18018.163
Snort 12624 1.162 12625.162
traffic. During the experiments, the IP address of the recording host would be replaced by
the IP address of the current host, and all other IP addresses were replaced by a different IP
address that is on the same subnet. For detecting if ClamAV is running, we used the EICAR
test file as the probing input. This is a file that anti-virus programs should recognize as
a virus [54]. When clamdscan sends the known virus to an online clamd, the former
program will terminate with an exit code 1. For detecting if Snort is running, the replay
script plays a ping packet. If snort is running, it will create an entry in the alerts log.
Performance Cost
To measure the performance cost, we trained the models for both programs using the full
available data. The total sampling and training times are shown in Table 3.1.
For ClamAV, we had clamdscan send the generated files to clamd one after the other.
Since clamdscan only terminates after receiving a result for a file, the rate that clamdscan
executes therefore is proportional to the speed of clamd. It turns out that the performance
of clamd improves in the early part of its runtime, which means that the performance will
be worse for the initial batch of files we send it. Thus we sent the files twice. We ran 10
trials for each setting. The results are shown in Table 3.2. The speed slows down by a
factor between 2 and 3 in the first round, and almost 2 in the second round. But when we
compared it to GDB and strace, where they trace the unused pwritev system call, we
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Table 3.2: Speed of ClamAV for different monitoring settings
Round Unmonitored Monitored GDB strace
First Round 260.09 101.16 74.22 251.74
Second Round 507.79 297.92 232.84 444.98




see that the performance is not unusual for system call tracing tools.
For Snort, we directly count how much data snort itself has processed. That is be-
cause, unlike clamdscan, our replay script does not wait for Snort to finish processing
each packet. Thus we pinged the virtual machine 100 times per second for 30 minutes,
and counted how many packets and alerts Snort processed with and without the monitor.
The results are shown in Table 3.3.
The overhead for Snort is less than that of ClamAV. The reason might be the fact that
the model for Snort is simpler. The file containing the rules is only 2608 bytes, while the
file for the ClamAV rules are 4412. The difference in model complexity also suggests that
ClamAV makes more system calls per input. In the next subsection, we will count the
total number of system calls, which will confirm this guess.
Precision
To measure precision we split the data between training and testing sets. Concretely, we
train the model on a random tenth of the data, and test it on the remaining data.
Since none of the inputs are attacks against the intrusion detection systems them-
selves, any alerts are false positives. We count alerts two ways: the number of system
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Table 3.4: Training time on one tenth of data
Program Data Collection time (s) Training time (s) Total time (s)
ClamAV 3425.18 4.73 3429.91
Snort 2878.07 0.32 2878.38
Table 3.5: False positive rate by system calls
Program Number of alerts Number of system calls False Positive Rate
ClamAV 1081 1996891 0.000541
Snort 0 41160 0
Table 3.6: False positive rate by inputs
Program Number of alerts Number of inputs False Positive Rate
ClamAV 108 14510 0.007443
Snort 0 9010 0
calls, and the number of discrete inputs (files or packets) that are reported. To classify
a system call as an alert, we classify the monitor to be in an alert state if it has encoun-
tered an invalid system call, and has not yet encountered an entry call, which would let it
transition to a valid state. Any system call that the monitor detects during the alert state,
including the first invalid call, is counted as reported. Similarly, if the monitor is ever in
an alert state between the time an input is sent to the IDS, and the time that the next input
is sent, then the input is counted as reported.
We ran 10 trials for each program. Table 3.4 shows the average build time with the
smaller training sets. Table 3.5 shows the false positive rates counted by system calls, and
Table 3.6 shows the false positive rates counted by inputs,
In both cases, ClamAV has a false positive rate of less than 1%, while Snort has no false
positives at all.
The number of system calls and inputs in the tables also show that ClamAV indeed
uses many more system calls per input than Snort. ClamAV makes an average of 137.6
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system calls per input, while Snort only makes 4.6.
Completeness
A low false positive rate is not useful if a model is too permissive. As previously men-
tioned, we should be able to isolate between the setup step and main loop, and discern
privileged and unprivileged states in the main loop. To quantify how permissive a model
is, we look at the models trained on the full data, and count the number of unique sys-
tem calls that each thread rule allows, and the maximum number of unique system calls
a non-starting state allows. The total number of system calls shows how permissive each
thread rule is, in general. The maximum number of system calls per state shows how
permissive the thread rule is at any point in time. We exclude the starting state, because
the monitor will never enter that state due to actions by the adversary, who can only
control the inputs. We also count the number of sensitive states in each thread rule. A
sensitive state is a non-starting state that allows system calls that access and manipulate
files, or execute a new program. We do not count spawning a new thread or process as
necessarily sensitive, because the monitor is still able to track the child.
ClamAV has three thread rules, and the last one is a general rule set. The total numbers
of permitted system calls are 56, 9 and 40. The maximum numbers of permitted system
calls in a non-starting state are 10, 1 and 27. The initial states allow 53, 7 and 6 system
calls. The thread rules have 2, 5 and 8 non-starting states, respectively, and out of those,
1, none and 5 states are sensitive. Unfortunately, the last thread rule is not restrictive.
That is because the threads that follow it are only spawned when clamd receives input.
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So most of the system calls will be used for parsing inputs, and there is no real setup step
that does most of the privileged tasks.
Snort has two thread rules, and none of them are general. The total numbers of per-
mitted system calls are 83 and 4, while the maximum numbers of permitted system calls
in a non-starting state are 4 and 1, and the starting states allow 82 and 4. In fact, as spec-
ulated previously, the model is indeed small, which makes it restrictive. It only has two
states in each thread rule, and the system calls that snort makes after the initial states
are read, fstat, restart_syscall, poll and nanosleep [65]. In other words, Snort
does not access any new resources after setup.
So our model cannot prevent the IDS from making sensitive system calls, but we can
isolate them in a limited number of states.
Conclusion
We have developed a new technique for modeling system calls for detecting anomalies
in program behavior. The technique is based on separating the operation of intrusion
detection systems into stages: the setup and processing stages, and substages during the
processing of each input.
The models achieve small false positive rates, while reducing the number of system
calls the attacker can make at any time.
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Chapter 4
Symmetrically Monitoring Network-Based Intrusion Detection
Systems
This chapter addresses a weak point in the previous chapter, namely that when the mon-
itor runs on the same host as the monitored resource, an adversary with physical access
could simply shut down the host. The solution will use multiple monitors that protect
each other in a cyclic fashion. The network requires an adversary to not only perform
multiple attacks, but also do so in a small amount of time. This chapter first develops a
theoretical model to evaluate a network of mutually-monitoring monitors. Next we de-
scribe a protocol that applies its principles. Finally, we evaluate the model by simulation
in a large setting, and experiment on the protocol in a small setting.
Threat Model
In this chapter, the threat model is defined relative to available monitors that we will
be combining. As long as the available monitor is monitoring the attack’s target, it will
detect the attack within a given time. We also assume that messages between monitors
are reliable, secret, and unforgeable, which we can enforce with existing means, such as
using a TLS connection.
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In our concrete example, the attack model is a complement to the attack model of the
previous chapter. Instead of trying to subvert the original IDS, it can kill its process, or
shut down the host. The monitors we will be using are failure detectors, which will detect
if the original IDS process has terminated in near-instantaneous time, or if another host
is no longer running, within a configurable interval.
Modeling Adversary Cost
In the worst case, we can consider the adversary as a single entity that can coordinate
multiple attacks at the same time. To enable simultaneous attacks, we consider the entities
that perform them not as independent attackers, but as processors that carry out the tasks
assigned by the adversary, which, in this case, are the assets to attack.
We deliberately relate the abilities of the adversary to processors, and the victim as-
sets to tasks, because there exist numerous problems in graph and complexity theory
concerning the processing and scheduling of tasks, under restrictions due to interdepen-
dencies and time constraints. The adversary can consider planning an attack against a
defensive graph as such a scheduling problem, with an attack against an individual as-
set corresponding to a task. However, in our model, dependencies are not as strict as in
traditional dependency graphs: The adversary does not necessarily have to complete its
attacks against all monitors defending a target before attacking the target itself; it only has
to finish its attacks against the defenses before they detect the attack against the target.
We will thus model the defense graph as what we call a delayed dependency graph,
with the assets as the nodes, and the monitoring relationships as edges, so that nodes
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with outgoing edges represent monitors (such as failure detectors), and nodes without
them are the basic assets we ultimately want to protect (such as user applications and
virtual machines). We will represent the adversary’s power as its number of processors,
each of which can perform one attack at a time. Finding the exact number of processors
that the adversary will always need is therefore a generalization of the multiprocessor
scheduling problem, which is why it is NP-hard. On the other hand, the average number
of processors is not only a tractable lower bound, but is also adaptable for an adversary
whose power is less known and more elastic.
Graph Model
In a delayed dependency graph, DDG = (V;E; l; d), V is the set of nodes or tasks, E 
V  V is the set of directed edges, l : V ! fx 2 R : x > 0g denotes the length of
time to complete each task, which is inversely related to the speed of the adversary, and
d : E ! fx 2 R : x  0g represents the dependency delay, which is inversely related to
the speed of the defender. In the context of monitors, if (u; v) 2 E, that means that u is
monitoring v, and it takes d(u; v) units of time for u to detect an attack on v.
A delayed dependency schedule of m processors, (;A), consists of the start time
assignment,  : V ! fx 2 R : x  0g, and a partition of a subset of the nodes into
processors, A = (A1; A2; : : : ; Am), i.e. 8p 2 [m]; q 2 [m] so that q 6= p;Ap \ Aq =
;. For simplicity of notation, we can define the absolute completion time of each node,
c : V ! fx 2 R : x > 0g, as c(v) = (v) + l(v). If a task, v, is never performed,
i.e. 8p 2 [m] : v 62 Ap, then we say that (v) = c(v) =1.
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The following properties must hold:
1. Schedule starts at time 0: 9v 2 V so that (v) = 0
2. At most one node per processor at a time:
8p 2 [m]; u 2 Ap; v 2 Ap so that u 6= v :
c(u)  (v) or (u)  c(v)
3. Delayed dependency: 8(u; v) 2 E :
c(u)  (v) + d(u; v)
Wewill find it useful to define the (possibly negative) start delay of an edge, s : E !
R, so that 8(u; v) 2 E : s(u; v) = d(u; v)   l(u). This function denotes the latest
time that u can start after v. We can express the delayed dependency requirement
equivalently to the above inequality:
c(u)  (v) + d(u; v)
(u) + l(u)  (v) + d(u; v)
(u)  (v) + d(u; v)  l(u)
(u)  (v) + s(u; v)
According to ourmodel, as shown in Figure 4.1, the tail node, fromwhich the bold edge
points, represents the monitoring node, and the head node, to which the bold edge points,
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Figure 4.1: The bold edge is the monitoring relationship, as represented in the graph. The
dotted edge is the implicit flow of attack information. To illustrate the delayed depen-
dency, the thin, solid edge represents the explicit alert issued to an entity responsible for
the response, if the adversary is unable to attack the monitor in time. The last two edges
are for illustrative purposes only; they are implied by the first edge, and therefore not
explicitly represented in the model.
represents the protected asset. There were three conflicting considerations in choosing
the direction of the edge, and we chose the direction that agreed with the majority. Intu-
itively, an outgoing edge suggests that the monitor at the node is actively engaged in the
monitoring relationship that formed the edge. On the other hand, the monitored node
does not necessarily have to actively maintain the relationship. Moreover, in a traditional
dependency graph, the tail node represents the task that must be completed before the
task at the head node can be started. While delayed dependency does not necessarily
require this order, it does require that the task of the tail node is completed no later than
a specific delay after the task of the head node has been started. This choice of direction,
however, conflicts with the notion of the passive propagation of the “obligation” to com-
plete an attack, as well as the implicit transmission of information about an attack to the
monitoring node. That is, with our choice of direction, attack information flows upstream,
and thus the adversary must attack upstream nodes to stop this flow. However, not only
is this intuition in the minority, but it is also an implicit notion that may not practically
appear: The monitored node might not actively send information to its monitor, and we
want to design a graph so that the adversary will be unable to fulfill its obligations.
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This model does not explicitly account for tasks that can be subdivided and performed
in non-contiguous time intervals. However, if each task has up to a polynomial number of
subtasks, so that pausing the attack at the end of each subtask preserves progress, a task, v,
consisting of k subtasks, fv1; : : : ; vkg, can be subdivided so that v1 keeps all the incoming
edges of v, vk keeps all the outgoing edges, and for every pair of consecutive steps, vi 1; vi,
we enforce that vi 1 must be completed by the start of vi by setting d(vi 1; vi) = 0.
Fortunately, in the approximation, whenwe aggregate the task lengths, regardless of order
or subdivisions, this trick will not be necessary.
Difficulty of Exact Metric
An adversary withm processors will have to choose an attack schedule in which its pro-
cessors are enough to attack any nodes before they issue an alert. In other words, it must
choose a schedule to meet all of the deadlines. We call this problem Delayed Dependency,
and define it as follows: Given a delayed dependency graph, does there exist a delayed
dependency schedule withm processors?
However, as we will prove in the appendix, this problem is NP-hard, even when we
restrict the graph to constant degrees. For practical purposes, we will therefore need an
approximation for which we have an inexpensive algorithm.
Average Metric
Given the complexity of the exact metric, we turn to an approximation: The average
number of active processors the adversary will need during the attack campaign. Roughly
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speaking, we calculate it as the ratio of the total active time of all the processors to the
maximum attack time.
The total active processing time depends on the nodes that the adversary must attack,
including the original victim, in order to avoid detection. Suppose v 2 V is the first
victim. Let Rv  V be all the nodes that can reach v, including v itself. That means
that the adversary must attack all u 2 Rv to avoid detection. Moreover, the adversary
cannot simply attack all u 2 Rv at its leisure. For example, all adjacent nodes, a, where
(a; v) 2 E, must be attacked by time s(a; v). Indeed, by induction, for all u 2 Rv, the
latest attack start time for u is the length of the shortest path from u to v, if we used
s as the weight of the edges. And if we add l(u) to the distance, since the first term in
the distance was s(u; ), we can change it to d(u; ), so that we derive the latest time the
attack on u must be completed. Let us denote this latter value by t(u; v). Since the attack
schedule does not end until the last node has been successfully attacked, the attack time
is the maximum value of t(u; v). An apparent exception arises if there is a u 2 Rv for
which the distance is negative. But then that umust be attacked before v, so that v cannot
be considered the first victim.
We can accordingly define a metric based on a particular starting node, and extend it
to an adversary who wants to minimize that value:





if 8u 2 Rv , t(u; v)  l(u)  0. Otherwise,Mv =1
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In the worst case (from the defender’s point of view), the adversary is willing to take
down any node first, so we accordingly derive the security metric for the entire graph:




The algorithm for findingM is simply as follows:
1. Calculate the distances between the nodes using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [18].
2. If the Floyd-Warshall algorithm detects any negative-weight cycles, remove all the
nodes that are in or reachable from the cycles.
3. For each node v 2 V :
a) Find Rv, i.e. the set of all nodes with a finite distance to v.
b) Calculate the workloadWv =
P
u2Rv l(u).
c) For every reachable node u 2 Rv, calculate t(u; v) by looking up the distance
from u to v, and adding l(u). If there exists u 2 Rv, so that the distance is
negative, set tv = 0. Otherwise, let tv be the maximum t(u; v).
d) CalculateMv = Wvtv .
4. Output the minimumMv.
The only part of the algorithm not mentioned in our definitions is the removal of
negative-weight cycles. If the adversary ever attacked, or had to attack a node in a
negative-weight cycle, then the adversary would never succeed, since all nodes in the
cycle will force their starting times to be before whenever their starting times actually
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are. Note that for any path that includes a removed node, the last node would also be
removed, because the last node is reachable from the negative cycle.
The most obvious benefit of this metric is its simplicity. Not only does there exist
a polynomial-time algorithm, but by calculating work in aggregate, we can ignore any
subdivision of work, thus removing the limit on subdivision we had before.
This average therefore lets us quickly approximate the exact processor requirement,
but its usefulness lies in its ability to estimate real-life, uncertain environments, rather
than the theoretical, exact value. In the exact definition, the adversary’s number of pro-
cessors must suffice for all times during the attack, so that the average number of proces-
sors is a lower bound. In fact this bound is tight. For a directed cycle of n nodes, with
start delay and task length of 1, the farthest distance from every node is n   1, so that
the attack time is n. Since the graph is strongly connected, Wv is always n, so that the
average processor load is 1. When we look at the delayed dependency problem with only
1 processor, we find that it is enough to take down one node after the other, along the
edges of the cycle.
However, in general, this lower bound is not even asymptotically equal to the exact
value. As a counterexample, consider a symmetric graph (i.e. we treat the edges as bidi-
rectional) with 2h nodes, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. All tasks have lengths 1, and all edges
have start delay of 1. h + 2 nodes are in a complete subgraph, and one of these nodes,
as well as the h   2 remaining nodes, form a bidirectional path. This graph is strongly
connected, so that 8v 2 V , Wv = 2h. Thus we only need to find the maximum t(u; v),
which is the distance between any node that is only in the complete subgraph, and the
node at the far end of the path, added to 1 for the completion time of either end. The
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Figure 4.2: Counterexample to asymptotic equivalence between lower bound and exact
value, with h = 3.
maximum t(u; v) is therefore h, so the lower bound is a constant value, 2h
h
= 2. However,
whenever a processor starts any node in the complete subgraph, the entire subgraph must
be completed in 2 time units, so that during that time, an average of h+2
2
processors are
necessary, so at least h+2
2
processors are needed for the attack.
Nevertheless, the average metric is preferable not only because there exists a
polynomial-time algorithm to find it, but also because we can factor out some variables
that we cannot necessarily deduce from the graph topology: The attack speed of the ad-
versary’s processors, and the detection time of the defender nodes.
Assume that every processor has the same attack speed, rA, and every monitoring
node has the same detection speed, rD. We can think ofL(u) = l(u)rA as the processor-
independent amount of work required to attack a node. As for t(u; v), it is no greater than
the distance from u to v, if we used d as the weight, since d does not have the task lengths
subtracted, as is the case with s. We denote the latter distance as tinst(u; v), which is the
hypothetical value of t(u; v) in the worst-case scenario of instantaneous attacks. Then
Tinst(u; v) = tinst(u; v)  rD  t(u; v)  rD is a defender-independent upper bound on
the work required to propagate attack information, which only depends on the diameter
of the graph.
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Then we can rewriteM to separate the values dependent on the graph, and the vari-
















This form not only confirms the intuition that the defender should be fast relative to
the adversary, but also that the graph itself should have a small diameter, and have as
many nodes as possible reachable from each other. The last two ideas remain apparent
when wemultiply the processor requirement by the rate of each processor, which gives us
the more intuitive and adversary-independent notion of power as processor-independent
work over real time:





As an additional benefit, the average measure also more closely represents a growing
class of adversaries with elastic resources. The exact measure indicates the number of
fixed-speed processors the adversary must keep to suffice for times when the maximum
number of processors is required, even if most of the processors will stay idle for most
of the time. The average case considers adversaries who are able to, for example, rent
or overclock processors when they are needed, and release them or return them to their
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default speed when they are not, but cannot afford a large number of heavily loaded
processors in the long term.
Defense Graph Design Principles
As we hinted in the previous subsection, we can optimize the security of a defense graph,
regardless of the relative strengths of the adversary and defender. To maximize the nu-
merator of the average processor requirement, we want to maximize the number of nodes
that can reach each node. The number of reaching nodes is maximum when the graph is
strongly connected. It does not have to be a single cycle, as suggested in [17], although
that is the cheapest, strongly-connected topology. Of course, the intended roles of each
node may preclude certain edges and topologies. If the nodes are to be used for anything
other than mutual defense, then there will exist nodes –the basic assets that we originally
wanted to protect – that will be unable to defend any of the other nodes, and therefore
cannot reach the rest of the graph. In these cases, to make a pessimisstic estimate, one
can only consider the strongly connected components that can reach the whole graph.
But we also want to minimize the diameter of the graph. The diameter is minimum
if the graph is complete. However, this might be difficult to achieve in practice. In fact,
it may not be worth it: If we can scale up the speed of the defender with proportional
cost, the complete graph is no better than a cycle. For n nodes, the complete graph has
n(n   1) directed edges, and a maximum Tinst(u; v) of 1, while the cycle has n directed
edges, and a maximum Tinst(u; v) of (n  1). Thus, to achieve the same average processor
requirement, the detectors in the cycle can be sped up by a factor of (n   1), so that the
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new cost of the cycle is equivalent to the cost of n(n  1) original edges. Thus the cycle
and complete graph can have the same performance for the same cost.
We therefore want to find a topology in which the diameter of the graph increases
only sublinearly with the size. In fact, this is achievable even when the nodes have a
constant out-degree of 2, when we use a De Bruijn graph [50]. Given a natural number, x,
a De Bruijn graph has n = 2x nodes, each represented by a different bit string in f0; 1gx.
To find the monitored neighbors of a node represented by v 2 f0; 1gx, shift v one bit to
the right, and replace the highest bit (which was shifted into the bit string) with either 0
or 1. In other words, if we rewrite v = vr k v0, where vr 2 f0; 1gx 1, and v0 2 f0; 1g,
then the neighbors are 0 k vr and 1 k vr.
The distance from any u to any v is therefore at most x = log(n), since in the worst
case, we can still shift the bits of v into u, bit-by-bit, from the least significant to the most
significant. In fact, for graphs with outdegrees of at most 2, this diameter is optimal [50].
As a note on real-life deployments, the De Bruijn graph might be difficult to coordi-
nate, given the restrictions on the graph size and the topology. A real, distributed envi-
ronment could have servers administered hierarchically, in a tree. Fortunately, the tree
readily provides us a topology of the defense graph, with the diameter increasing only by
a constant factor: If the monitoring edges point in both directions along the tree edges,
the diameter is at most twice the depth of the tree, which, in turn is logarithmic over the
size of the tree, if it is balanced.
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Sample Application
As a sample application, we design a protocol that protects multiple hosts, each of which
runs a ClamAV process. It not only uses a concrete failure detector as the monitor, but
also introduces additional features to the monitoring network. So we will first describe
the features of the monitoring network, before putting it together, and describing the
whole protocol.
Graph Topology
We again use the De Brujin graph. The only difference is that where a De Brujin graph
has a self loop for the nodes corresponding to all zeroes and all ones, we have the nodes
monitor each other. This would reduce the average case attack time, but not the worst
case.
Monitor Properties
As noted in the threat model, the specific monitor we will be using are failure detectors. A
failure detector starts running the original IDS process, and sends heartbeat messages at
regular intervals to a certain set of peers. Having the failure detector start the monitored
process lets it receive the SIGCHLD signal if it has terminated. At that point, the failure
detector immediately broadcasts an alert. The heartbeat messages lets its peers know that
it is still running. If the peers fail to receive a heartbeat within a constant multiple of the
heartbeat interval, they will broadcast an alert.
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Additional Features
We add two features to enhance the monitoring graph: shuffling the graph at regular
intervals, and having each monitor forward the heartbeats that it receives ¹.
For the first feature, we use a round counter and a shared key for a pseudorandom
function (PRF). The hosts start at the same counter, 0. Then, each time a host sends its
heartbeats to its monitors, it increments the counter. If the counter is divisible by a reshuf-
fling interval, it evaluates the PRF using the shared key as the key, and the counter and
each host’s identity as the inputs, and uses the outputs as the randomness for creating
the new graph. Therefore, as long as the rounds are synchronized, the hosts can inde-
pendently calculate the same graph without network-wide interaction. Moreover, by the
definition of PRF security, an adversary cannot predict the future graph, even if it can
observe the current and past graph topologies, That is because as long as the adversary
does not know the PRF key, the PRF is as good as random, and since it has not been
evaluated on the new round, the adversary cannot predict what the output will be. The
reshuffling interval will be the diameter of the graph. That way, in case of an attack, if the
attack information did not propagate to all hosts before the graph changed, it will have
enough time to propagate before the next reshuffling. In other words, we multiplied the
attacker’s time by at most 2. Another problem the reshuffling introduces is synchroniza-
tion. Normally a monitor and the monitored peer are synchronized simply due to the fact
¹We initially tried to add another feature instead of shuffling the graph: using a specialized, secure
multi-party computation protocol to secretly setup the graph, so that each host only knows the hosts it
is supposed to monitor, and the hosts that monitor it. But once the graph is established, the attacker can
easily observe network traffic to infer the current graph Efforts to hide network traffic, as well as other side
channels, turned out to be too expensive, and would undo the cost benefit of having a sparse graph in the
first place.
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that the monitor has to wait for the monitored peer’s heartbeat before proceeding. But
the reshuffling can bring together hosts that have not had direct communication since
they first setup the network. To mitigate this problem, after reshuffling, a host multiplies
its own wait time by one plus the maximum outdegree of each node in the graph. This
gives the monitored peer time to receive the heartbeats it needs, before continuing. The
host also sends a message to its newly monitored peers, informing them of its new round.
Such a message will be called a rushing message. If a host receives a rushing message
and finds that its own round is behind, it will not sleep for the normal interval until it has
caught up, and it will send its own monitored peers similar messages containing its own,
current round. This tells the monitored peers to catch up.
The second feature we add is another property of a peer that a monitor can check: is
it monitoring the peers that it is supposed to? If a monitor has not received heartbeats
from the peers that it is supposed to monitor, but it still does not send an alert, then the
first monitor should be considered compromised. Therefore, the first monitor should also
forward the heartbeat messages it received, to prove that it is performing its duties. In
order to limit the message sizes, each monitor only forwards direct heartbeats, and does
not reforward those that were already forwarded. Note that authenticity is important in
this case, which is why we will require that the original host signs the heartbeats that it
generates.
The full protocol
To enable the aforementioned features, the protocol proceeds as follows:
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1. The hosts establish connections with each other.
2. The hosts genarate a signature-verification key pair, and send each other their ver-
ification keys.
3. The hosts generate and send a string that is the length of the PRF key. The XOR of
the strings forms the shared PRF key, sk ².
4. Each host sets its round counter, r, and expected round counter, r^, to 0.
5. At each round each host:
a) If the round counter is divisible by the diameter of the graph, for each party, i,
calculate PRF:Evalsk(r; i), and use the values to create a permutation between
the positions in the graph, and the parties. Send the newly monitored peers a
rushing message containing its round.
b) To the peers that aremonitoring this host, send a signedmessage containing its
current round, r and its identity. If the host has received heartbeat messages,
also forward the heartbeat messages that it received in the last round.
c) If r is greater than or equal to r^, and the host has received no early heartbeats,
sleep until the elapsed time since the last sleep time (or the start of the loop) is
the round interval time (the sleep time is adjusted for the time spent sending
and receiving messages, and performing computations).
d) If the child has terminated, send an alert. Note that a SIGCHLD signal can
interrupt the sleep [62]. In that case, send the alert, and then continue sleeping
for the remaining time.
²The channels are already encrypted, so a key sharing protocol is not necessary.
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e) Wait for messages from all peers. If the host expects a heartbeat message from
the peer, the wait time is the round interval plus a grace period of 1 second by
default, or the default value multiplied by one plus the maximum outdegree
of all nodes. Otherwise, skip the peer if there is no message available.
i. If the host receives a rushing message containing a round that is greater
than r^, save the new round to r^.
ii. If the host received an early heartbeat message, i.e. a peer sent an unex-
pected heartbeat, do not sleep for the next round.
iii. Send an alert if the host expected a heartbeat message, but did not receive
a message from a monitored peer within the wait period, or the signature
is invalid, or the round in the message is less than r, or the forwarded
heartbeats have an invalid signature, have a round less than r 1, or come
from the wrong host. Note that since the forwarding peer received the
heartbeats from the previous round, the monitor determines the expected




To illustrate the use of our metrics at scale, we will simulate the De Bruijn component of
our system, and show the near-linear increase of the required adversary power over the
size of the graph, which implies that even with the restriction of constant degrees, our
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graph is comparable to graphs in which all nodes monitor each other.
The simulation is similar to our protocol, but simplified. Each monitor pings its mon-
itored nodes, and expects a response, which is analogous to a heartbeat message. We
do not use the extra features that are not part of the graph model, i.e. the shuffling and
forwarding of heartbeat messages, and we keep the original De Brujin graph.
Experimental Setup
Since the networked component is the only strongly connected part, and reaches the host
applications, it will be the only part we consider for our simulation, which we perform
using the NS-3 network simulator [77].
The two variables whose effects wemeasured are the size of the graph, and the interval
between pings. We kept all network parameters constant. There is no loss in this network,
and the bandwidth is 100Mbps, while the delay is 6560ns. The timeout for replying to a
ping is 50ms, which is a small value, compared to ping intervals of at least 500ms.
We did, however, account for the fact that even in the best network environment, it
would be unrealistic to assume that all nodes started at the same time, and have perfectly
synchronized ping times. Thus we randomly started each node at a uniformly chosen
time within the first ping interval, which is the maximum discrepancy between the ping
times of two nodes. Due to this randomness, we repeated each combination of graph size
and ping interval 64 times.
The worst-case adversary was designed to take the longest time possible. It would
start by stopping the node whose binary identifier is all 0s, because its distance from the
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node whose binary identifier is all 1s is exactly the number of digits in the identifiers,
which is the diameter of the graph. Afterwards, each node would be taken down at the
moment it would have issued an alert.
Expected Results
To predict the required power of the adversary, we need to predict both the work it must
perform, and the time it has. We know that since the graph is strongly connected, the
adversary’s work is all nodes of the graph.
The attack time, on the other hand, requires an estimation. Due to the logarithmic
diameter of the De Brujin graph, we expect the attack time to scale logarithmically with
the graph size. On the other hand, since the detection time is directly, but probabilistically,
related to the ping interval, we expect the time to vary linearly with the ping interval. In
any case, if we let x be the logarithm of the number of nodes, o be the timeout interval,
and p be the ping interval, the time should lie between xo and x(o+ p).
In fact, we expect the average value to be around x(o+ cp), for some factor, c 2 [0; 1].
That is to say, the slope of the attack time over the logarithm should be o+ cp, while the
slope of the attack time over the ping interval should be xc.
Consequently, the average adversary power is at least 2x
x(o+p)
, which differs from the
complete graph’s adversary power, 2x
o+p
, by only a factor linear over x.
To quantitatively confirm these hypotheses, and find the factor, c, we performed some
more focused tests. First, we tried several interval times with a fixed graph size of 2x =
256 nodes, performing 128 trials per interval time, and calculated the best-fit line over the
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points representing the individual trials. We repeated this experiment, varying the graph
size, with a fixed ping interval of p = 700ms.
Measured Results
The average adversary power and standard deviations of the 64 repeated trials for each
pair of parameters are shown in Table 4.1. As expected, the logarithmic graph in Figure 4.3
shows that for every ping interval, as the logarithm of the graph size increases, the slope
increases to approach a constant, reflecting the decreasing influence of the denominator.
Contrast this with a complete graph: If we plotted the logarithm of the required power,
we would get log10( 2xo+p) = x log10(2)  log10(o+p), a linear function with a fixed slope,
regardless of o and p. By plotting an example of such function, we see that the slope that
our measurements approach is in fact that of a complete graph.
Figure 4.4 suggests that the required adversary power is linearly related to the ping
frequency, and thus the network load, with the slope increasing with the graph size. Since
the adversary power is inversely related to the attack time, and the ping frequency is
inversely related to the ping interval, this linear relationship suggests a linear relationship
between the attack time and the ping interval, as we will show next.
Figure 4.5 shows the results for the focused experiments for a graph of 256 nodes. The
estimated function of the attack time, in milliseconds, over the ping interval, is 5:01p+
494:60, so that c = 0:626. The y-intercept differs from the estimated intercept of 400ms
by less than a tenth of a second, less than the minimum standard deviation for any of our
measured times, which was 0:186s for 4 nodes, with a ping interval of 500ms.
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Ping interval (ms)
Graph size 500 550 600 700 800 1000
4 Average (nodes / s) 6.36 5.97 5.67 4.81 4.46 3.76
Standard deviation (nodes / s) 2.128 2.275 1.804 1.407 2.106 2.213
8 Average (nodes / s) 7.73 7.48 6.50 5.92 4.99 4.17
Standard deviation (nodes / s) 1.544 2.046 1.348 1.388 1.219 0.953
16 Average (nodes / s) 11.36 10.30 9.22 8.21 7.38 5.93
Standard deviation (nodes / s) 1.824 1.545 1.373 1.226 1.056 0.839
64 Average (nodes / s) 29.42 27.19 25.31 21.36 19.00 15.99
Standard deviation (nodes / s) 3.091 2.935 2.753 2.657 2.349 1.940
256 Average (nodes / s) 85.34 79.83 73.88 64.13 57.81 45.59
Standard deviation (nodes / s) 6.673 5.367 6.122 3.952 5.162 3.454
1024 Average (nodes / s) 278.29 255.91 238.19 208.16 185.97 150.24
Standard deviation (nodes / s) 17.372 15.306 15.441 12.634 12.097 10.005
Table 4.1: Averages and standard deviations of required adversary power for each pair of
parameters.
In Figure 4.6, for a ping interval of 700ms, the estimated function of the attack time,
in milliseconds, over the logarithm of the graph size is 501:54  x   40:78. Given a
timeout interval of o = 50:0, we thus calculate c = 0:645, which differs from the previous
calculation by 0:0186. And the estimated y-intercept is also close to the origin, again
differing by less than any standard deviation of the measured times.
Experiments
Now we show real experiments that indicate that the simulations are practical. We also
measure practical values: the setup time for the network, and the performance effect on
the in-host monitor of the previous chapter, since we are now adding a second layer of
protection on top of it.
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Figure 4.3: Growth of required adversary power over logarithm of graph size.
Setup
We measure detection time for two kinds of attacks: against the protected process, and
against the failure detector itself. For these experiments, we use a server program to sim-
ulate attacks. If the target is the server itself, it terminates when it receives a connection;
otherwise, it kills its parent, the failure detector. The attacker is a client that runs on one
of the hosts that is not attacked. It measures the time between when it launched its attack,
and when the failure detector on the attacker’s host detected the attack.
When measuring setup time, we take into account the fact that the hosts do not start
at the same time. A host retries to connect to its peers at a given interval that we will
vary. In the end, we will only measure the setup time of the last host that we started,
since the setup time of the other hosts includes waiting for the last host to come online.
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Figure 4.4: Linear relationship between required adversary power and ping frequency.
Each experiment is run for 16 trials. For the setup time measurements, we split the
trials evenly between which host is started last. For the attack time measurements, we
split the trials evenly between which host is attacked.
To measure the effect on the performance of the host-based monitor, we used the
host-based monitor, defending clamd, as the protected process, and set it up in the most
resource intensive setting: a heartbeat interval of 1 second and 8 hosts. Then we would
measure the speed of processing files, just like in the previous chapter.
Results
The setup times are shown in Table 4.2, and with different axes in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
The detection times for attacks against the monitored process are shown in Table 4.3,
and with different axes in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.
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Figure 4.5: Relationship between attack time and ping interval for a fixed graph size. The
estimated linear function passes through the data points. The data points all lie between
the lines marking the upper and lower bounds.
Table 4.2: Graph setup times
size (host(s))
interval (s) 2 4 8
1.0 0.93763 1.14234 1.36153
2.0 1.93521 2.13911 2.34626
3.0 3.05957 3.13694 3.34205
4.0 3.80897 3.89528 4.33040
5.0 5.05891 4.83998 5.35277
The detection times for attacks against the failure detector are shown in Table 4.4, and
with different axes in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
As the graphs show, the times increase approximately linearly over the interval times,
and vary only slightly positively over the graph size, suggesting that the network is scal-
able.
The additional network component has no measurable performance cost on the host-
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Figure 4.6: Relationship between attack time and logarithm of graph size for a fixed ping
interval. The estimated linear function passes through the data points. The data points
all lie between the lines marking the upper and lower bounds.
Table 4.3: Detection times for attack against the monitored process
size (host(s))
interval (s) 2 4 8
1.0 0.99728 0.94053 1.00428
2.0 1.62180 1.75155 1.69081
3.0 2.36957 2.12181 2.31233
4.0 2.74383 2.62158 2.93460
5.0 2.80384 2.80609 3.49662
based monitor. For the initial round, after clamd first started, the throughput was 109.29
files per second, which is actually an improvement over 101.16 files per second without
the network. For the second round, the throughput was 303.50 files per second, an im-
provement over 297.92. So any performance cost is less than the margin of error.
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Figure 4.7: Graph setup time over network size.
Table 4.4: Detection times for attack against the failure detector
size (host(s))
interval (s) 2 4 8
1.0 1.56255 1.50105 1.56680
2.0 2.99784 2.93785 3.37586
3.0 3.49535 4.18614 4.93542
4.0 5.49441 5.49742 5.80895
5.0 5.05640 6.05769 7.43600
Conclusion
This chapter introduces a metric so that a network of monitors not only force the attacker
to perform more work, but also perform the work quickly. Simulations and real-life eval-
uation show that optimizing the metric is achievable. Even though the attacker performs
more work, the available time grows more slowly, thus increasing the required attack
speed. Meanwhile, the implementation of the protocol for setting up and maintaining
a network of attackers demonstrates that setup is inexpensive, detection is timely, and
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Figure 4.8: Graph setup time over retry interval.
performance cost on the protected resource is negligible.
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Figure 4.9: Detection time for attack against the monitored process, over network size.
Figure 4.10: Detection time for attack against the monitored process, over heartbeat in-
terval.
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Figure 4.11: Detection time for attack against the failure detector, over network size.
Figure 4.12: Detection time for attack against the failure detector, over heartbeat interval.
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Conclusion
To make up for the shortcomings of security software, we need to strengthen or protect
themwith external software. But the systems and techniques described in the dissertation
show that we cannot and need not perpetually add more powerful security software to
protect the old ones. Often times, we can use existing programs and systems.
We can overwhelm the attacker with sheer volume, as in the case of turning bloatware
into decoy applications, or forcing the adversary to attack multiple, mutually monitoring
systems. Or we can manipulate the automated step of the seemingly manual process of
generating fuzzing seeds to multiply the variety of seeds. This helped the fuzzer create
more diverse test cases and find new bugs. If there are no available programs to help us,
the new monitor we created did not need to be more complex. Instead we can focus it on
a particular IDS, and tailor it towards the characteristics of IDS behavior, which turned
out to be very regular, once we were able to categorize its steps.
None of these new systems require extra privileges. Fuzzing, being a preventative
method, never requires extra privileges. The decoy applications only require the privileges
available to a non-system application. The system call monitor needs to access the state
of the IDS system it is defending, and can do so by running the IDS system. And the
networked defense actually disallows unequal privileges in the cycle of monitors. As a
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Survey of IDS Vulnerabilities
Product CVE Cause Effect
Panda – Misclassification Flag self as malicious [56]
FireEye – Executes untrusted binary Privilege escalation to root [79]




CVE-2016-2208 Buggy unpacking Kernel memory corruption [80]
FortiOS CVE-2016-1909 [11] Backdoor Remote administrative access [103]
TrendMicro CVE-2016-3987 [12] Vulnerable RPC interface Arbitrary code execution [83]
CCleaner – Malicious backdoor Information exfiltration [37]
PAN-OS CVE-2017-8390 Buggy DNS parsing Arbitrary code execution [13]
Cisco ASA CVE-2018-0101 Buggy XML parsing Arbitrary code execution [20]
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Proof of NP-hardness of Exact Metric
Delayed Dependency is a generalization of Multiprocessor Scheduling, an NP-complete
problem in which a set of tasks, A, each of length l0(a), must be partitioned into m0
subsets representing processors, and all tasks must be completed by the deadlineD 2 Z+
[38].
Our transformation from Multiprocessor Scheduling to Delayed Dependency, which is
illustrated in Figure 1, has the nodes, which represent the tasks, force each other to com-
plete by the deadline:
1. A: V = A
2. m0: m = m0
3. l0: 8v 2 A : l(v) = l0(v)
4. D: 8u 2 A; v 2 A : d(u; v) = D
Note that this includes u = v.
The reduction takes polynomial time, as it only writes a polynomial-size output. Steps
(1), (2) and (3) copy values once from theMultiprocessor Scheduling instance. Step (4) adds
jV j2 items, each of size 2dlog(jV j)e+ dlog(D)e.
We now show that the existence of a solution toDelayed Dependency and the existence
of a solution to Multiprocessor Scheduling are equivalent.
Delayed Dependency to Multiprocessor Scheduling
If we have a delayed dependency schedule, we can show that because at least one task
must start at time 0, all tasks must finish at time D.
Figure 1: Illustration of reduction with 3 tasks.
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Since at least one node must start at time 0, we must have a v0 2 V , so that (v0) = 0.
Then by our definition of edges (v; v0), each node, v 2 A, must finish before time D:
c(v)  (v0) + d(v; v0) = D
That means that all tasks have been scheduled, so fA1; A2; : : : ; Am0g is a disjoint
partition of all of the tasks. We now show that this partition is a valid multiprocessor




a2Ai l(a)  D:Let fai;1; ai;2; : : : ; ai;jAijg be the nodes ordered by increasing starting time:
8j 2 [jAij]; j0 2 [jAij]; so that j < j0 : (ai;j)  (ai;j0)
Since a processor can only handle one node at a time, and the previous inequal-
ity implies that (ai;j) < c(ai;j0), ruling out one ordering of the tasks, we must have
c(ai;j)  (ai;j0). Inductively, we show that
Pj0 1
j=1 l(ai;j)  (ai;j0):
• Base Case:P0
j=1 l(ai;j) = 0  (ai;1)
• Inductive Hypothesis:Pk 2
j=1 l(ai;j)  (ai;k 1)
• Inductive Step:
Starting from our observation above:
(ai;k)  c(ai;k 1)















 c(ai;jAij)  D
Multiprocessor Scheduling to Delayed Dependency
If we have a multiprocessor schedule partition, fA0;i : i 2 [m0]g, we can find a delayed
dependency schedule as follows:
1. Ap: 8p 2 [m0] :
Ap = A0;p, with an arbitrary ordering, so that Ap = fap;1; ap;2; : : : ; ap;jApjg,
2. : 8p 2 [m0]; i 2 [jApj] : (ap;i) =
Pi 1
j=1 l(ap;j).
Thus c(ap;i) = (
Pi 1
j=1 l(ap;j)) + l(ap;i) =
Pi
j=1 l(ap;j).
This transformation achieves all three properties:
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1. Start at time 0: 8p 2 [m0] : (ap;1) =
P0
j=1 l(ap;j) = 0.
2. At most one node per processor at a time: 8p 2 [m0] we prove this property over
each task by induction:
• Base Case: Given only fap;1g, there are no pairs that can violate this property.
• Inductive Hypothesis: The schedule for
fap;1; ap;2; : : : ; ap;k 1g contains no overlaps.
• Inductive Step: When adding ap;k, by the inductive hypothesis, the only over-











8v 2 A, the only deadline is due to the earliest-starting node, v0, and an edge
(v; v0), so that d(v; v0) = D. Since (v0)  0, it is enough that c(v)  D, which
our schedule achieves:












NP-hardness for Constant Degree
The reduction described above generates a complete graph. However, practical defenses,
including the one we designed, might have more limited in- and outdegrees. In fact, NP-
completeness still holds even if the in- and outdegrees are at most 2.
Instead of creating edges between every task, we can add a new node for each task to
force it to finish by time D, as described below, and illustrated in Figure 2:
Assume we have n tasks, arbitrarily ordered, so that A = fa1; : : : ; ang. Construct the
delayed dependency graph as follows:
1. A: V = A [ fd1; : : : ; dng
2. m0: m = m0 + n
3. l0: 8v 2 A : l(v) = l0(v)
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Figure 2: Illustration of constant-degree reduction.
4. D: 8ai 2 A :
l(di) = D
d(ai; di) = d(di; ai) = d(di+1 mod n; di) = D
Thus 8ai 2 A : s(di; ai) = 0, and s(di+1 mod n; di) = 0.
So in a delayed dependency schedule, if we have some di, so that (di) = 0, then not
only must c(ai)  D, but, inductively, for all dj , (dj) = 0, so that c(aj)  D, which
gives us our multiprocessor schedule. Assume this condition is not true. Then 9ai, so that
(ai) = 0, and (di)  (ai) + s(di; ai) = 0, contradicting our assumption.
Conversely, if we have a multiprocessor schedule, then we can create a delayed de-
pendency schedule as follows:
1. 8di, set Am+i = fdig, with (di) = 0.
2. 8ai, schedule ai as in the multiprocessor schedule.
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